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2020 was a crazy year for the paddlesports industry. On the one hand, existing 
paddlers were limited in their capacity to travel. On the other, more paddlers than 
ever were introduced to the sport, taking up paddles and hopping on boards and 
boats. 

It created a kind of roller coaster for industry professionals and paddling enthu-
siasts alike. First, manufacturers experienced the challenges and stress of shut-
ting down production, followed by the fear of having too many products, then the 
fear of not being able to meet a surprisingly voracious demand. 

For all the bad, 2020 brought a lot of good. Far from being bad for business, the 
pandemic saw a crazy amount of products sold and an unprecedented amount of 
paddlers who entered or returned to the sport. The sadness and worry of not being 
able to paddle much this year transitioned to the joy of (re)discovering backyard 
runs and local venues and a renewed appreciation for getting outside.

After such a year, it is undeniable that the industry is changing. While it welcomed 
many to the water, 2020 also highlighted the lack of diversity in paddlesports, 
forcing us to examine the barriers to entry and think critically about what we 
can do- what we need to do- to change things. It made us ask ourselves, how can 
we share the sports that give us joy when we want it and peace when we need 
it? How can we bring and keep new members of our paddling family in the fold?

Perhaps more than anything, 2020 reminded us of the importance of community. 
Every autumn for the last decade, we have come together in Nuremberg, Germany. 
This year we couldn’t. After so much time forced apart, the desire to see what we 
are up to hasn’t gone away. If anything, it has grown stronger. The limitations of 
Zoom meetings have drawn our attention to the progress and collaboration that 
happens when we come together, work together, and support each other. 

While the Paddler’s Guide aims to highlight the newest and coolest new products 
and companies in the industry, it also does more. By working in tandem with 
PaddleExpo, it has helped to unite and connect those of us scattered across the 
globe by giving a platform to exchange ideas, showcase progress, and voice what 
matters. 

With the announcement of the end of PADDLEexpo as a consequence of the pan-
demic, the need for community and real connection is more evident than ever. 
We at KS Publishing, under the guidance of the PADDLEexpo organizers, realized 
it was our time to carry the torch and take on the immense responsibility of or-
ganizing the international paddlesports trade show, now called the P2S - Paddle 
Sports Show.

Like so many others, we are already looking forward to when we next come to-
gether, bringing with us all that we have learned from these months apart. Though 
taking a new name, a new location for a new start, we promise to bring the same 
values. Let us celebrate the established, highlight the superb, and welcome the 
new so that we can take on whatever the future holds with paddles in hand. 

We hope to see you all next year in Lyon, France. Join us from September 29th to 
October 2nd for what promises to be an incredible event. Until then, let this guide 
be a testimony of the great year the industry experienced and an omen of more 
good things to come. Filling the pages are more new products than ever, not to 
mention more new companies from more countries across the globe. We hope 
you’ll enjoy our take on the current state of the industry with our now celebrated 
Industry Magazine section of the Paddler’s Guide. Wherever you are in the world, 
and whatever form of paddlesports you are after, let the impressive list of pro-
ducts on these pages (and on PaddlerGuide.com) give you even more reason to 
get on the water. 

the Team at Paddler's Guide
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are safe in all conditions. The editor and/or publishers cannot be held responsible for any omissions of references to hazards from notes on these waters. They do not necessarily support advertising claims nor 
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THE PADDLE SPORTS SHOW
INDUSTRY MAGAZINE

Paddler's Guide Mag: Benoit, the first question that comes to mind is, 
why change the name of a company that is a leader in its field and 
is synonymous with innovation, leadership, and quality?
Benoit Treguilly: As you probably know, we left the BIC Group two years ago and 
have been operating under a license agreement for the BIC Sport brand during this 
time. At the end of this year, the license agreement came to an end, so we decided to 
create a new brand name that would continue to express the values that have always 
underpinned our success. Millions of people worldwide have enjoyed using a BIC Sport 
windsurfer, surfboard, SUP, or kayak. Understandably, there will be some nostalgia for 
the old BIC Sport brand, but this is a new chapter for the company and for board sports 
in general. Plus, the old boards and kayaks will probably now acquire collector value!  

PGM: What will this new era look like for Tahe? 
Will you be changing your strategy or continuing 
to build on what you've spent 40 years creating? 
BT: TAHE will keep the same values as BIC Sport: Reliability, accessibility, simpli-
city, modernity. An essential element of our brand is that our products are made and 
engineered in France in an environmentally responsible manner. We are retaining our 
production facility at Vannes in Brittany (West of France). However, the transition to the 
TAHE Brand should provide us with more opportunities in terms of products, branding, 
sales, and marketing that, in some cases, were not possible with BIC.

PGM: Kayak and Stand Up Paddle are your core paddlesport markets. 
What other segments does Tahe Outdoors cover? 
Will you be altering your existing portfolio of activities?
BT: Tahe Outdoors is also committed to windsurf (as we have been since 1979), surf 
(since 1994), and O'pen Skiff, our sailing dinghy for youth and junior sailors (since 
2006). We will continue promoting and developing these activities, which are all very 
important for the company. In 2021-2022 there should also be an opportunity to 
further develop and diversify into wing foiling.

This autumn, world water sports market leader Bic Sport announced a 
name change, ending a 40-year brand identity in the fields of water and 
paddlesports. The new company, Tahe, will carry forward the legacy Bic 
Sport began in the 1980s, with the same roots, values, and culture. We 
met Tahe's new communication and marketing manager and industry 
veteran Benoit Treguilly to discuss the change and what the future 
has in store.

BENOIT TREGUILLY, 
MARKETING 
MANAGER, 
TAHE OUTDOORS.

PGM: Tell us about the other paddle brands in the group: 
Egalis, Robson, Zegul, SIC, Oxbow. All are now a part of Tahe 
Outdoors. How do you see these brands functioning together?
BT: Moving forward, there will be three primary brands at the Tahe Outdoors Group. 
TAHE, the entry-level and recreational brand replacing BIC Sport, in all the different 
product categories covered today. SIC covers the elite & performance market sec-
tor in SUP, surf, and foil, and ZEGUL, which focuses on advanced to elite composite 
touring kayaks made in Estonia. All of our accessories (Robson, Artistic, etc.) will be 
streamlined within these premium brands. EGALIS will continue to focus primarily on 
the rental markets, while the OXBOW license will continue to build its brand identity 
of French waterman-inspired SUP & surf boards.

PGM: You have been manufacturing in France since the company
 started. In what way is this beneficial? 
Has it provided any additional advantage during this COVID year? 
BT: Manufacturing in France has been part of our company DNA from day one. Having 
our production based in Europe/France is an important asset and advantage for TAHE, 
given that all our competitors' production happens in Asia. Manufacturing in Europe, 
one of the world's largest watersports markets, gives us serious advantages in terms 
of technology and reactivity. Additionally, our manufacturing processes are much more 
respectful of the environment. Our reactivity was a significant advantage in 2020, as it 
enabled us to respond very quickly to consumer demand, which, contrary to expectation, 
was extremely strong once the COVID lockdowns eased in May. 

PGM: As part of being more environmentally friendly, 
it's also an advantage in terms of carbon footprint, is that right?
BT: Absolutely. The vast majority of our boards are made here in France, then exported 
to almost 90 countries worldwide, requiring much less transportation than boards ma-
nufactured in Asia, which are mostly shipped back to Europe before being re-exported. 
More and more of our clients are sensitive to these environmental issues. In terms of 
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"HAVING OUR PRODUCTION 
BASED IN EUROPE/FRANCE IS 
AN IMPORTANT ASSET AND 
ADVANTAGE FOR TAHE, GIVEN 
THAT ALL OUR COMPETITORS' 
PRODUCTION HAPPENS IN ASIA. 
MANUFACTURING IN EUROPE, 
ONE OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST 
WATERSPORTS MARKETS, GIVES 
US SERIOUS ADVANTAGES IN 
TERMS OF TECHNOLOGY AND 
REACTIVITY. ADDITIONALLY, OUR 
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES 
ARE MUCH MORE RESPECTFUL 
OF THE ENVIRONMENT."

importation, having all our products made in France eliminates the time-consuming 
and costly logistics of transport from Asia that are particularly important at the start 
of the season.

PGM: BIC Sport (now Tahe Outdoors) also has a very long history 
of recycling its waste and off-cuts, for environmental reasons, 
of course, but are there also economic advantages?
BT: Yes, we've always recycled our manufacturing off-cuts. To minimize our production 
rejects and stay competitive with companies manufacturing in Asia, we pay special 
attention to the supply and optimization of the base materials we use. Reducing the 
energy required to manufacture every product and recycling our production off-cuts 
have always been core objectives of our industrial process.

PGM: Does that present any difficulties in terms of production 
costs and regulations? How do you stay competitive, 
given the additional costs? 
BT: Despite working with much stricter regulations and higher employment costs, 
we manage to stay competitive because we've invested heavily in high-performance 
industrial equipment and in our skilled, motivated workforce, which enables us to 
manufacture with higher quality-control over our products, and much more quickly than 
in Asia. We're the only company in the world to have invested in so much thermoforming 
manufacture technology, which gives us much more flexibility in optimizing our product 
ranges to suit the different activities and usage. 

PGM: We also heard about your new production process, 
which makes your products fully recyclable by creating a never-ending 
"clean," virtuous circle. Can you tell us more? How does this work?
BT: That's right. Three years ago, we launched our TOUGH TEC process, using a 
polyethylene skin wrapped around a polystyrene slab, which has replaced the older 
polyurethane slab construction that was less durable and more pollutant. Aside from 
the structural improvements, it also means the products are 100% recyclable. We've 
also developed a machine that can separate the polyethylene from the polystyrene, 
which allows us to recycle any production rejects to be re-used in the following pro-
duction cycle. It's a process that could certainly be described as a virtuous circle. 

PGM: Do you foresee any major changes to the Tahe strategy 
in the next 10-20 years? Are there any other acquisition 
processes still continuing? 
BT: There are some further business acquisition activities at a higher level involving 
the KJK Sports group, who already have successful brands such as Elan skis and Elan 
yachts, Core Kites, SIC, TAHE, Zegul, plus a range of bicycle brands like Baltik Vairas, 
Panther, and Oryx under their umbrella. The group currently has an annual turnover 
of nearly 300 million euros and employs 3000 people across Europe. In a few short 
years, KJK has become a major player in the outdoor activities market. 

PGM: You've recently placed a greater focus on the inflatable 
market. What's behind this strategic decision? 
What do you hope to achieve in this sector?
BT: We've been a bit reticent about this sector historically. It didn't figure prominently 
in our strategy because it meant manufacturing in China, the only country where the 
processes exist. Nowadays, despite strong demand for our existing rigid products, 
there's an increasing demand for inflatables that we need to respond to. Storing a 

four-meter board or boat in a small urban apartment is far from ideal, yet many people 
in urban environments enjoy paddlesports. We've recently invested much more heavily 
in our inflatable ranges in both high and low-pressure systems. Our aim is always to 
deliver affordable, high-quality products with maximum durability to avoid the auto-ob-
solescence and waste that have sadly become the norm for many of the entry-level 
SUP boards that you often find on sale in big/department stores. Yes, these boards 
help get people out on the water, but many consumers end up disappointed with the 
products and are lost to the sport and market. 

PGM: 2020 brought a lot of newcomers to paddlesports. 
What is your recipe for keeping these new paddlers on board?
BT: The TAHE brand offers newcomers high-quality products that are easy to use and 
highly durable, all at an extremely affordable price. These are essential elements for 
guaranteeing fun from the beginning and encouraging regular usage and outings. Some 
of our surf, SUP, windsurf boards, and kayaks, manufactured in Vannes, have sold in 
the millions, with similar numbers of newcomers enjoying the fun sensations of board 
and paddle sports. Proof that it's an excellent recipe for success!  

PGM: What do you take away from the past year? 
What does it say for the future of paddlesports?
BT: The 2020 season was a great one for the industry and proved that people are 
increasingly keen on outdoor activities and water sports. Paddlesports are very much 
at the heart of this. They're easy to get into, and for many people, they're the first point 
of contact with board and water sports. Kayak and SUP are much easier to learn than 
windsurfing, for example, and you can enjoy them from your first time out on the water. 
It's a powerful market trend that seems certain to grow and develop over a long period.

PGM: After a year's hiatus, the International Paddle Sports Show 
is also starting a new chapter in Lyon, France, for 2021. Any thoughts?
BT: It's great news that the Paddle Sports Show is starting up again. Even though 
there has been a kind of "virtual" show during the pandemic period, on a professional 
level, it's vitally important to be able to meet in person, share ideas, and see all the 
new products at this kind of event. Lyon has excellent transport connections, and I've 
no doubt that most northern European manufacturers will be there. 
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PG Mag: How did Rendezvous River Sports start? 
AP: I started teaching kayaking for the Jackson Hole Kayak School in 1993. The school 
was started by two of the top paddlers of that time, Gregg Goodyear and Aurele La-
montagne, and was well-established when Gregg and I took it over and co-founded 
Rendezvous River Sports in 1995.  
 
PGM: Very early on, you understood the benefit of being 
multi-dimensional. What has been essential to your success? 
AP: If we only had the shop, we would have gone out of business when the whitewater 
kayak market crashed in 2001. The school was and is essential in creating a market. 
There was huge interest in whitewater kayaking in the 90s, but we quickly realized 
that we needed to broaden our customer base. We began offering flatwater tours and 
overnight backcountry kayaking trips into Yellowstone and now Grand Teton Natio-
nal Parks. Supporting our community has also been essential. We sponsor up to six 
kayaking events a year, and since ski racing is so important in Jackson Hole, we also 
sponsor two to three major ski races. These events bring the community together and 
are so much fun. We’re like a big family. We make sure to have at least one night a 
week when our staff all go paddle together and enjoy a riverside feast. 
 
PGM: What is your leading segment? 
Has it changed at all over the years?
AP: This year, it was a three-way tie between touring, whitewater, and SUP, with 
rafting not far behind. During its peak seven years ago, SUP outsold all other categories 
combined. 
 
PGM: Tell us about 2020. For many in this industry, 
it’s been a crazy good year. How about for you?
AP: We were fortunate as we were deemed an essential business and allowed to stay 
open. We were also lucky that we had already received much of our inventory for the 

2021 marks 26 years in business for Rendezvous River Sports, a kayak 
school, SUP school, rafting center, and paddle shop located in Jackson 
Hole, Wyoming. We met with owner and co-founder Aaron Pruzan, a 
long-time passionate and successful player in the North American 
paddle sports industry scene, to learn what drives his success and 
keeps his love for paddling alive.

DEALER PROFILE:
AARON PRUZAN

year. Demand was high; we had a rush of new customers as people from all over the 
U.S. wanted to be in the mountains and get on the water. 2020 was also our first year 
as a licensed concessioner in Grand Teton National Park. Initially, the Forest and Park 
Services were not permitting outfitter access, but we were allowed on the water in 
early June once we developed plans for COVID risk management. We were very strict 
in enforcing all our COVID policies, and 2020 ended up being our best year ever. At 
times it felt strange that we were operating, but so many of our customers and guests 
were so appreciative of our ability to provide a means of solace during a dark time. 
 
PGM: How do most of your customers find you? 
AP: We have a broad customer base and many repeat customers. The mainstay is the 
adventure groups we partner with, in which whitewater kayaking is a four-day finale 
of a few weeks of outdoor sports. REI adventures is our primary partner for overnight 
touring kayaking, and they consistently bring us guests from everywhere. We have a 
strong local clientele ranging from parents whose kids are in the Kayak Club to people 
who want the security of paddling with an instructor to folk who come out a couple 
times a summer. We work with the hotels and resorts in the area as they realize we 
offer a unique experience, and many guests return year after year. Also critical to our 
success are our many non-profit partners. They have helped us introduce hundreds 
of kids from diverse communities, particularly African American and Latino, to the 
river, and we are continually striving to expand participation to more diverse groups. 
Last year, almost all of the groups above had to cancel. We were fortunate that word 
of mouth referrals, our website, and our location kept people coming. We are right in 
downtown Jackson, and there are always a lot of brightly colored boats, boards, and 
people outside the shop, motivating others to join in the good times!
 
PGM: The big question many are asking now is, how do we keep the 
newcomers from the past year involved in the sport? What is your take? 
AP: For many of us, it only took one trip to fall in love with paddlesports. This can be 
true for anyone. The combination of beauty and thrills is addictive. We have always 
welcomed newcomers and encouraged many of them to become part of our community 
by helping them make the sport a part of their lifestyle. Regardless, many new partici-
pants may decide that the outdoor life involves too much risk or effort. 

PGM: What keeps you in the game and keeps 
the stoke alive after all these years? 
AP: It is still so much fun to be on the water with the community we created. As 
we begin our 26th year, we do not take our success for granted, and we cherish our 
amazing staff and our great customers. I hope I can work at Rendezvous for another 
26 years or more! For whitewater, the boats just keep getting better and more fun 
to paddle, and there is a lot of potential for new innovation that I am excited to see. 

PGM: How can paddle sports businesses 
help continue to develop the paddling community? 
AP: For us, the key is embracing all aspects of paddle sports, including competition, 
rafting, expedition, SUP, youth paddling, canoeing, pack rafting, recreational touring, 
and river stewardship. Rendezvous is deeply involved with river stewardship and 
conservation issues. We were a driving force behind the Wild & Scenic designation 
for the Snake River Headwaters. We continue to support many different non-profits 
and specific projects to protect the natural world, both financially and with actual work. 
Going forward, everyone involved with paddlesports will need to be good stewards of 
our natural resources and work hard to protect the waterways we enjoy. This will be 
the most critical factor in keeping our sport alive for future generations. There are 
challenging times ahead for sure, but I am confident we are up to it.
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LYON, FRANCE,
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This year, paddlesports is teetering on the edge of the mainstream market as big-name 
box store retailers like Decathalon, REI, MEC, and even Wal-Mart have expanded to 
feature SUP and kayak lines. It is a move that brings fantastic exposure, helping to fast 
track once niche paddlesport names into global active and sportswear brands while 
gaining popularity for all paddlesports has to offer. Why, then, does not everyone view 
this as a boon for the industry? 

Rather than a boon, this is a topic that “truly terrifies many European retailers, especial-
ly in a time which is seeing the general retail industry suffer from online competition,” 
says NRS’s David Bain. In truth, for many retailers, rather than acting as a point of entry 
to paddlesports, the broader outdoor industry is viewed primarily as a threat. In many 
European countries,  the local industry is old with well-established, often family-owned 
or operated brands. The fear is that as paddlesports falls under the umbrella of “Outdoor 
Sports,” it may create more competition than the "smaller" niche companies can handle. 
Part of this fear is price and margin-related, as the efficiency of their distribution model 
traditionally allows box stores to push the prices of equipment down further than 
smaller dealers can afford. While this may not be as relevant in North America, it is a 
genuine concern in Europe due to differences in competition and vertical pricing laws.

Others point to the industry’s niche aspect, reminding of the benefit of a smaller, 
specialized retailer who intimately knows and understands both the brands and the 
individual products they carry. Most customers do not come searching for a specific 
item unless they’ve been educated by a smaller, quality-focused dealership run by 
anglers or paddlers or already spent time in the sport. A knowledgeable salesperson 
can differentiate between details that make a product fall in the higher-end or lower 
end of the spectrum and help identify the best product for a customer. This intimacy 
is what many believe allows for a positive entry into the sport, which can be critical 
for keeping people involved. 

Yet to focus on all the ways the box store will never replace the small, specialty dealer 
is to ignore the advantages and opportunities they bring. 

As mainstream retail increases visibility and availability of paddlesport products and 
the lifestyle that accompanies them, it will likely push more people towards the many 
industry disciplines, which is good for everyone. With larger social media channels 
and audiences, not to mention TV adverts, box stores are ideally positioned to increase 
exposure and product accessibility for paddlesport products, whether fishing, rec boats, 
or paddleboards. Many have blogs offering product recommendations and tips for first-
time buyers and users on everything from skill development to product maintenance 
and buyer’s guides, providing support and community for new and entry-level partici-
pants. While smaller shops and brands also run blogs, the reach, impact, money, and 
time a small business can put into marketing pales compared to larger corporations. 

Finding a larger home for paddlesport brand soft goods and accessories builds an 
audience base and brand familiarity on a far larger scale than online retail and spe-
cialty shops allow. Taking advantage of the increasing intersection of streetwear/urban 

Does the introduction of paddlesport products to popular outdoor box 
stores offer a chance or a threat to the industry? 

THE BENEFIT OF THE 
BOX STORE

fashion and the outdoors may directly benefit paddlesports. As the lifestyle associated 
with paddlesports becomes increasingly popularized, consumers, even those who don’t 
necessarily enjoy the outdoors, can look as if they do. This intersection offers a crucial 
entry point to an industry where products are often too technical to find a home with 
a larger audience. Though someone might not need a wetsuit, drysuit, or a life jacket, 
a sun-shirt, rashguard, board shorts, and even drybags are becoming increasingly 
common items in the closets and garages of the casual weekend warrior and aspiring 
outdoor enthusiast. 

The specialty retailer can be intimidating for the entry-level participant, even if a 
future enthusiast is lucky enough to live near one or know how to find one. Additionally, 
shoppers are only likely to come to a specialty store when they are interested in the 
products it sells. In contrast, sporting goods, outdoors, and even big-name box stores 
can draw customers in with one type of product and expose them to others while 
they shop. Though it can never replace the specialty retailer, the box store provides 
an important, even critical point of access that we as an industry need to embrace. 

As box stores enter the entry-level and recreational market, they may open a door for 
smaller shops to carry larger margins and higher-end products. If you look at the bike 
industry, it is rare to buy an entry-level bike from a bike shop. Yet the bike shop is far 
from dead. Instead, the specialty bike retailer offers middle and higher-end products, 
delivering products, advice, and community to those ready to take the next step. 

Ultimately, it is up to each manufacturer to determine to what level to engage with 
more generalized retailers and the benefit it will bring their brand directly. Yes, welco-
ming paddlesports into the fold of “outdoor activity” may further split the entry-level 
market. However, it brings with it the potential to get more people on the water. It 
offers an entry point for aspiring outdoor and paddlesports enthusiasts, and hopefully, 
a jumping-off point for them to become lifelong participants. 

YET TO FOCUS ON ALL THE WAYS THE 
BOX STORE WILL NEVER REPLACE 
THE SMALL, SPECIALTY DEALER IS 
TO IGNORE THE ADVANTAGES AND 
OPPORTUNITIES THEY BRING. 

THE PADDLE SPORTS SHOW
INDUSTRY MAGAZINE
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Paddlesport dealers and retailers worldwide had one thing in common this spring and 
summer. As COVID restrictions forced factory shutdowns or changes in workplace 
safety regulations, manufacturers struggled to meet product demand, and paddlesport 
products, from boats and boards to accessories, were “sold out.” Far from being a 
damper on next year’s sales, one benefit has been the return of the pre-order. 

While pre-orders never went away, the past decade’s trend has been increasingly 
smaller orders placed later. Then, COVID shut down factories in Asia, and the rest of 
the world quickly followed. Lockdowns in January, February, and March significantly 
impaired companies’ ability to produce and deliver products on schedule. Come spring 
and summer, an unexpectedly high demand for paddlesport goods and services caught 
the industry by surprise. 

The majority of retailers had nothing left to sell come mid-summer, with few options 
for resupply. Now, for 2021, pre-orders are seeing a comeback. Inevitably, this is partly 
due to shops’ desire to make sure they have enough stock this coming season. It is also 
partly thanks to manufacturers aggressively encouraging pre-orders to make sure they 
can prepare to meet demand. 

 “For a long while,” explains Palm Equipment’s Paul Robertson, “retail has relied on 
suppliers to be their warehouse. The reality is that physically and financially, suppliers 
can’t do this and continue to give the sort of support expected. So rightly, pre-orders 
have been encouraged as it gives everyone some security. For a retailer in the current 
high demand situation, it’s probably the only way they will get goods to sell.”

It is hard to find a manufacturer or supplier who is not in favor of the pre-order. At Jobe 
Sports International, explains William Doornekamp, “We always had dealers pre-orde-
ring, but this year we have an exponential rise in pre-orders due to COVID.” Doornekamp 
is not complaining. “In the long term,” he continues, “this makes for a healthier market 
for everyone as we can maintain expectations from each other.''

Pre-orders bring many benefits besides securing a specific product for one particular 
customer or easing the burden of product storage on the manufacturer. Increased 
pre-orders reduces the risk of sitting on stock that won’t sell and can help drive inte-
rest and generate awareness for new products. They can help predict the demand of 
products accurately, whether new or established classics. They can also help get rid of 
old stock or items that don't sell, as companies or dealers offer discounts and special 
deals with advance orders in a win-win for the manufacturer, retailer, and consumer. 

In theory, another advantage of the pre-order is that they allow companies to devote 
time and resources to developing new products and innovations rather than scrambling 
to keep up with (catch up) with demand. However, given the world’s current state, there 
is a fear that pre-orders will do little to guarantee delivery, especially with many in the 
paddlesport industry dependent on production (and shipping) from foreign markets. 

With the rise of COVID and increased demand for paddlesport products 
leading to in-store shortages, for 2021, pre-orders are back and bigger 
than ever, bringing good news and security for the market. 

THE RETURN OF 
THE PRE-ORDER

In the past year, companies whose production is all under one roof were perhaps 
better able to meet demand, albeit not on their standard timeline. Those better able 
to maintain production and delivery were rewarded with new partnerships, as dealers 
and retailers looked to find any products available for sale. It is a not insignificant 
advantage, and it begs the question, will it trigger a return to in-house production? For 
the majority of companies, the answer is likely, no, at least not right now.  

Explains Palm Equipment, “unless you can do end-to-end manufacturing, you’ll need 
a supply chain, so you will always need to rely on others somewhere.” While several 
companies in the industry manufacture almost exclusively in-house, and there are great 
examples of bespoke products made locally, if you break it down to examine where most 
of the parts come from, the road will most often lead to Asia. “Asia is, for now, still the 
go-to for most brands, simply based 
on scale, economies, and know-how,” 
says Palm's Robertson. 

Still, end-to-end in-house manufac-
turing does not always guarantee 
timely delivery. In 2020, even smaller companies where production is all under one 
roof, such as Czech powerhouse Gumotex, struggled to meet product demand, and 
appreciate the benefits of the pre-order. “This year, we struggled with backorders to 
a large extent. For this reason, all our partners have learned from this situation and 
have already sent pre-orders,” explains Radka Bartošová, Gumotex’s Head of Sales: 
Boats & Outdoor. 

Although pre-orders are back in force, the production and delivery are far from gua-
ranteed, especially when considering the rising shipping rates and delivery times. The 
challenge of 2021 will be, can we deliver? The Coronavirus, in many ways, has shatte-
red the illusion of a predictable and confident future. Knowing exactly how many pro-
ducts you need to make or how many you will receive provides a comforting opportunity 
to grasp some semblance of control in these tumultuous times. 

As we seek to regain our hold on the year ahead, the pre-order is just a short term 
solution. Maybe COVID will be the spark of the next “revolution.” There may be more 
drastic changes on the distant horizon for some companies that portends a different 
future for the industry. In five years, will the twin pressures of guaranteeing delivery 
and environmental sustainability have driven production back closer to home, or will 
we be ever more dependent on external production to meet a still increasing demand? 

Who knows? For the time being, get your orders in. 

THE CHALLENGE OF 
2021 WILL BE, CAN 
WE DELIVER?

THE PADDLE SPORTS SHOW
INDUSTRY MAGAZINE
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Companies have many options when it comes to being environmentally responsible, 
from minimizing waste and upcycling to finding ways to reduce one’s carbon footprint. 
As the paddlesport industry embraces the Green Revolution, one increasingly popular 
option has been refining how products are packaged and shipped. These small details 
become increasingly important as the Coronavirus, which has people staying at home, 
also has seen an increase in online purchasing. 

According to the Environmental Protection Agency, up to one trillion plastic bags used 
worldwide each year. Despite good intentions and the desire for clean waterways, the 
paddlesport industry is a significant contributor to this waste, with many of our soft 
and hard goods shipped, wrapped, and sold in plastic poly bags. 

Fortunately, industries around the world are committed to reducing plastic and finding 
ways to be more environmentally conscious, paving the way and setting the stage for 
others to follow. One example of this is the recent Fashion Pact, a global coalition of 
companies in the fashion and textile industry committed to a common core of key 
environmental goals in three areas: stopping global warming, restoring biodiversity, and 
protecting the oceans. Dozens of signatories have given impetus for large-scale change, 
helping hold even global fast-fashion brands accountable. This support will undoubtedly 
help enact a shift where those making an effort toward this front are the norm, not the 
outliers. We in the paddlesports sector- both manufacturer and consumer- should be 
among those leading the charge. Some of us already are. 

At the 2019 PaddleExpo, Peak UK won the Special Jury Prize for the advent of their 
Peak Eco line, which utilizes recycled plastics in certain garments, and their commit-
ment to re-designing packaging. Instead of single-use plastic bags, all of Peak UK’s 
Eco line comes folded or rolled, secured by compostable hemp cord and a recycled 
cardboard info card. It is a simple change that can make a big difference, not just in 
plastic bag count, but in sparking awareness and shifting mindsets. 

However, for large scale or lasting change, the industry as a whole must embrace and 
commit to this mentality. This is no easy feat. Finding a balance between supporting 
customers who simultaneously seek to support environmentally responsible practices 
while asking companies to keep prices down requires considerable investment and 
commitment from both companies and consumers. It is not a change that will happen 
in one fell swoop, but one that must happen slowly and steadily in small, continual, 
increments.  

So where to start? In an interview with Fashiona.com, Prashant Jagtap, founder of 
Trayak, a consultancy for brands looking to reduce their environmental impacts, sug-
gests questioning every piece of packaging to see if it is “absolutely necessary.” To 
do so requires examining the small details such as hangtags or the pieces of plastic, 
paper, or metal used to hold garments in place. 

In their 2021 Sustainability Update, NRS committed to using recycled cardboard 
hangtags attached by cotton thread, not plastic hangtags. They also eliminated poly 
plastic bags from life jacket shipments, glove packaging, and non-commercial footwear 
packaging, removing an estimated 400,000 polybags from circulation. By redesigning 

As companies seek to reduce waste and become more environmental-
ly-friendly, a good place to start is not with the goods themselves but 
with how they are packaged and shipped. 

RE-PACKAGING THE PADDLE SPORTS INDUSTRY

their strap packing, NRS eliminated 750,000+ plastic zip ties and header cards in 
2021 alone. 

Jobe Sports International is starting with small changes such as using recycled 
cardboard. “There is more room for more improvement, but we have to take this one 
step at a time,” recognizes William Doornekamp. The Starboard SUP website calls 
single-use plastics “absolutely unnecessary.” They encourage others to avoid them 
and have partnered with Bye Bye Plastic Bags, a youth-driven NGO that educates 
about the harmful impact of plastic and advocates for better regulations on single-use 
plastics in Thailand. 

For larger products such as boats and boards, finding environmentally conscious solu-
tions can be more challenging. The plastic wrap used to store and ship many hardgoods 
helps protect products from damage, and a product returned due to damage is far 
more costly to the manufacturer and the environment than a single plastic bag. While 
options besides the poly bag exist, biodegradable products can be expensive and may 
not prove better for the environment in the long run. Shipping and storing large items 
in the same bag is a great start, as is utilizing recycled goods where and when possible. 
UK-based Pyranha Kayaks package and protect the ends of their kayaks using foam 
waste supplied by their seat and backrest supplier. Outdoor giant Patagonia started a 
program where customers who can’t curbside recycle the poly bags (#4 plastic) can 
mail them back to Patagonia or drop them off at a retail store to be recycled. 

Still, some responsibility lies with the customer and their choices as to where and how 
they purchase goods. “If customers bought more locally, we would have less packing 
and rubbish,” Jochen Lettmann of Lettmann GMBH reminds. Lettmann entreats all 
paddle sport participants to “Go to your local shop and buy there instead of getting 
something sent from far away for just a little bit less money.” 

It seems a small step, but changing our packaging is hopefully the start of something 
bigger. Rather than leaving our legacy to individual companies, perhaps we need a 
Paddlesports Pact, a binding commitment to encourage each other and hold ourselves 
accountable to do better in how we care for the world we live and recreate in. We all 
have a part to play. It is time we support each other in holding ourselves accountable, 
even for the smallest piece of plastic, to find better solutions. 

TAKING THE FIRST STEP TOWARDS REDUCING PLASTIC

THE PADDLE SPORTS SHOW
INDUSTRY MAGAZINE
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Despite the challenges of COVID, the months 
of lockdown and restrictions gave an unexpec-
ted boon for the outdoor industry. With access 
to more traditional activities on hold, paddle 
sports- whether kayaking or SUP- gained a 
new audience as they proved a perfect oppor-
tunity to be both active and socially distant. 
Now, rather than asking, how do we get more 
people to try paddlesports, the question be-
comes, what will help these new participants 
fall in love with paddlesports and keep them 
coming back for more? 

Paddlesports has something for everyone, 
from fitness to leisure to family fun to more 
extreme adventure and the feeling of exploring off the beaten path. Many are first 
attracted to the lifestyle and escape from the reality of daily life. It is the smile, the 
joy, the beauty of a day out on the water; the hangouts at camp, on rocks and docks, 
the shared moments with family and friends. It is the image of what life could be and 
what we want it to be. 

Creating the association that paddling (and exercise) is good for you can draw in users 
who traditionally visited the gym or those looking for motivation to get off the couch. 
Emily Jackson of Jackson Kayak points out that “Very few people first start running 
because they like running, they do it for the health benefits.” What keeps people run-
ning- and paddling- is the endorphins and euphoria that accompany the experience. It 
is the “good feels” that follow the sport that makes people hunger for their next outing. 
As Jackson rightly suggests, promoting the physical and health benefits of going for 
a paddle may not only help draw people to the sport but also keep them in it until the 
“good feels” take over. 

Yet success in this arena requires a societal shift and the re-prioritization of our health 
and well-being, a development of the belief that paddlesports and outdoor recreation 
are necessary and healthy. For many, Jackson identifies, COVID brought the opportunity 
to try something new and the illusion of having the time to do it. As life slowly shifts 
back towards “normal” obligations, reminding people that making time to do things 
they enjoy (not to mention getting outside) is both healthy and necessary will be vital. 

This shift in mentality and belief that paddlesports and outdoor recreation are necessary 
and beneficial for physical and mental health and well-being is already underway. 
In many regions, recreation, including “non-motorized boat use and rentals, such as 
rowboats, kayaks, canoes,” was considered an essential business and service during 
restrictions and lockdowns. The ability for rental businesses to remain open during 
pandemic shutdowns was a considerable benefit for welcoming newcomers to the sport. 
Access equals relevance, and access to a rental market is crucial, as many cannot afford 
to purchase or store the bulky- and often expensive- paddlesport products. 

Maximizing exposure to paddlesports by placing images and products at the customer's 
fingertips drives interest and normalizes the sport. " We were one of the few activities 

With COVID has come an increase in participation in paddle sports and an influx of new participants. Now the question is, how do we keep them? 

WON’T YOU COME PADDLE WITH ME, AGAIN?

New Yorkers could do,” explains Manhattan 
Kayak + SUP owner Eric Stiller. The intro-
ductory kayak and SUP classes Stiller offers 
were fully booked all summer long, with tours 
and rentals filled almost exclusively by super 
local and local clients. Stiller was not alone in 
seeing an uptick in new customers, and out-
fitters around the world were taken by storm 

as people flocked to try something new. When asked what will keep people coming 
back or even inspire them to buy a boat or board of their own, Stiller replies, “Nothing 
beats a sunny summer day with 30-40 kayaks and SUPs paddling around, with plenty 
of room to socially distance in acres of fresh air.”

What about the experience makes paddlesports stand out? Currently, paddlesports 
provides the potential for adventure and exploration in a world where travel is limited. 
Embracing a new challenge and exploring new horizons close to home, whether rivers, 
lakes, or coast, allows people a taste of freedom that combats the claustrophobic 
reality of lockdown and restrictions and makes the beauty of a day on the water even 
more appealing. 

Entry into a new sport, especially one filled with forums and advice, provides community 
when many of us feel cut-off or isolated. We need quality and qualified advice at shops 
and outfitters, making the link between instruction and retail more crucial than ever. 
Continuing to build and develop online and in-person communities where users and 
enthusiasts feel welcome and connected to something larger than their own experience 
will also help sustain and keep people looking forward to their next paddling mission. 

Increased access to gear, plus improvements in the way gear fits, looks, and feels to be 
both user-friendly and aesthetically pleasing are also critical. Rather than relegating 
paddlesports to having been fun once you are safely on land, it needs to be fun to do 
and share with others, both online and in real life, while you are doing it. 

Whatever inspired the initial exposure, the hope is always that the experience in itself 
will attract some newcomers enough to make them lifers. Yet to retain the influx of 
pandemic paddlers, the key lies in making paddling relevant enough in people’s lives 
that they want to do it whenever they can, and easy enough to do however they want. 
More, we need to make sure that they look and feel good while engaging in the sport. 
We can lure people in with the image or representation of a lifestyle that appeals to the 
person the months of quarantine has made us want to be. Then, we need to let them 
be that person in a place, a community, that is comfortable and welcoming. If we can 
help keep newcomers feeling good and looking good and excited about the sport, then 
we can keep them paddling. 

“TO REMAIN INVOLVED 
AND INVESTED IN THE 
SPORT, USERS MUST FALL 
IN LOVE WITH THE SPORT 
AND THE LIFESTYLE THEY 
REPRESENT.”

THE PADDLE SPORTS SHOW
INDUSTRY MAGAZINE
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THE ONE-STOP SHOP WEBSITE
 FOR PADDLESPORTS GEAR ADDICTS

FIND MORE ON PADDLERGUIDE.COM

https://www.paddlerguide.com/
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The Olympics will look a little different for 2024, with the inclusion of a new whitewater 
discipline, “extreme slalom.” This news has the paddlesports world buzzing, and for 
good reason. 

For many athletes, competing at the Olympics serves as a pinnacle of athletic achieve-
ment. Arguably the world’s most famous international athletic competition, the Olym-
pics are also one of the oldest. The first modern Olympic Games took place in 1896, 
with 43 events including track and field, gymnastics, swimming, wrestling, cycling, 
tennis, weightlifting, shooting, and fencing. Canoe and kayak racing became full medal 
sports at the 1936 Berlin Games, though canoe slalom made its debut much later. First 
welcomed to the fold at the 1972 Munich Games, slalom, still the only whitewater event, 
did not return to the Olympic Games again until 1992, in Barcelona. 

With the recent International Canoe Federation (ICF) board vote to include men’s and women’s extreme slalom at the 2024 Paris Olympics, 
whitewater is poised to receive more exposure than ever before. As commercial boats take to the start line, the industry stands to benefit. 

ON THE START LINE 
THE BENEFIT OF THE OLYMPIC EFFECT

THE PADDLE SPORTS SHOW
INDUSTRY MAGAZINE

The inclusion of canoe and kayak slalom in the Olympics can be costly. Host cities have 
to fund the building of highly specialized whitewater courses or find nearby rivers to act 
as the host venue. As the Olympic committee seeks to make the games appealing to 
younger audiences and affordable for host cities, cutting costs and athlete participation 
numbers, sports federations have a difficult choice. Modernize, or die. Faced with this 
reality, the ICF has chosen to promote extreme slalom, an event where four athletes 
race head to head down a whitewater course, navigating gates and executing a manda-
tory roll in an interpretation of what is commonly known as Boater Cross or Boater X. 

Popularized at kayak events, festivals, and races worldwide, Boater Cross is a crowd 
favorite for the inevitable mayhem and the potential for anyone to win. When faced 
with the choice of modernizing or dying, extreme slalom provides seemingly the perfect 

©Balint Vekassy
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“ULITMATELY, THE QUESTION 
IS, DOES GOOD TELEVISION 
TRANSLATE TO GOOD SALES?”

answer to keep kayaking in the Olympics. It utilizes existing resources while simul-
taneously generating interest and participation in the sport, especially from a younger 
audience. What makes its inclusion in the Olympics noteworthy for the industry is 
that it is the first time plastic boats- and a paddling style more familiar to the general 
public- will be introduced. 

The inclusion of extreme slalom is good news for kayak manufacturers, distributors, and 
enthusiasts as it undoubtedly opens the door to new markets and opportunities. “One of 
the International Olympic Committee’s (IOC) missions is ‘Sport for All’ and advancement 
of sport in society. The Olympic Games, therefore, by definition, are supposed to boost 
mass sports participation,” write Katia Engalycheva & Jean-Loup Chappelet in their 
study, Sport Participation in Host Countries Before and After the Olympic Games: Do 
the Games Change Something? Though little conclusive research exists, Chappelet and 
Engalycheva explore the “wide-spread belief...that megaevents, such as the Olympic 
Games, create community excitement and lead to a so-called “trickle down” effect 
where people are inspired to become more active due to the successes of Olympic 
athletes and the staging of such a high profile event.” 

The viewership of the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio ranged from 26 million to 3.6 
billion. Regardless of the size of the trickle, it seems inevitable that exposure of that 
status to a global and celebrated stage wouldn’t result in at least a small increase in 
participation or knowledge of whitewater. Additionally, the potential for participants 
to win the celebrated and revered Olympic Gold permits a potential increase in funding 
for the development of the sport, meaning more participants across more countries. 
Which, in turn, translates to more boats bought and sold for years to come. 

“It is no secret that the Olympic Games provides a large slice of the funding that allows 
us to support canoeing around the world,” explains the ICF. “Without the Olympics, 
we would struggle to maintain the level of competition, development, and support we 
currently provide.” This support includes slalom development camps in countries where 
gear and access to coaching are hard to come by, such as India, Argentina, and Iran. 
Suppose the ICF puts their weight behind helping to develop extreme slalom as well 
as slalom. In that case, this likely means getting as many up and coming athletes as 
possible into commercial whitewater boats. 

Even so, including extreme slalom in Paris does not automatically bring ready or 
wide-reaching benefits for the industry in everybody’s eyes. From the athlete pers-
pective, while extreme slalom brings heightened exposure and excitement for the 
paddlesport events, it does not increase the number of paddlesport athletes, as only 
those already competing  in a canoe slalom discipline at the Olympic Games are eligible 
to participate. It is also important to note that introducing extreme slalom to Paris 
comes at the cost of medals in the sprint disciples, a decision that, for some, feels like 
promoting good television over athleticism. 

Ultimately, the question is, does good television translate to sales? Though disap-
pointed by the current athlete quotas, “It is an opportunity,” says Honza Lasko of Zet 
Kayaks. “Time will tell if it benefits us or not, but the whitewater community as a 
whole will benefit. There will be more competition between athletes, manufacturers, 
and events, etc.” 

For Jochen Lettmann of Lettmann Kayaks, elevating extreme slalom to the Olympic 
stage will benefit all whitewater paddlers “because it will lead to new designs for that 

event,” which in turn, will lead to “new interesting kayaks to run and play the rivers in 
the world.” On the flip side, Emily Jackson of Jackson Kayak worries that regulations 
of both the sport and course will inevitably limit potential innovation in boat design. 
She also points to the unlikeliness of immediate exposure benefit for any company as 
Olympic regulations prevent any branding or logos on competition gear. 

Says Paul Robertson of Palm Equipment, “Any format with argy-bargy and an easily 
distinguished winner is going to make a good TV spectacle.” But, he points out, “It’s 
hard to see a big range of opportunities for stand-alone products (for example, a spe-
cific extreme slalom kayak) unless it is something that clubs and young paddlers begin 
to practice and do outside of the ICF races.” The benefit of extreme slalom will rely on 
how clubs and the ICF choose to embrace and promote the event: legitimate competitive 
field, or spectacle not worth additional training, time, and investment?

Yet, if you look closely, the benefit has already begun. Despite the controversy, as clubs 
and federations seek to give athletes the opportunity to take home the first-ever extre-
me slalom gold, excitement and stoke are building, and whitewater boats are already 
being purchased. More, other disciplines are starting to pay attention. If the debut of 
extreme slalom goes well, it could open the door for more whitewater-based fields, or 
at the very least, change the direction of funding and sport development in the future.  

While including extreme salmon in the Olympics isn’t the most revolutionary or groun-
dbreaking opportunity for paddle sports, it is undeniably an opportunity and one that 
brings with it future and potential. Surely, it is better for the future of all paddle sports, 
whitewater or not, than losing the whitewater events entirely. More opportunity is 
always better than no opportunity, and this is a very good one at that. 

©Balint Vekassy
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BORN OF 
THE WILD

When we refer to hand made canoe paddles, we really do mean hand 
made canoe paddles.  We make our blades by hand, composite or wood, 
uniquely shaped by the maker, and all of our Wood T-Grips and Wood 
Shafts are made on a traditional lathe using chisels.  Like all hand made 
items, every piece is 100% unique, with minor difference between each 
piece making your freefall canoe paddle, “absolutely yours”.

When we set up Freefall Paddles, our goal was “not to” make a copy 
of what was already out there  Instead our goal was to make the best 
canoe paddle “we can”, simple.  In the near future, we will be making 
components in a modern CAD/CAM environment, utilising the best of 
modern design and manufacturing methods, but, all of our paddles, 
come from hand made originals with nothing designed on computer, 
instead produced by a paddle maker who has a passion for traditional 
and modern materials and design.

https://www.freefallpaddles.com/
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Where would we be without a paddle in our hands, connecting us to the water? Length, blade size, angle, and shape; carbon, fiberglass, plastic, 
wood. The variables surrounding paddle choice are almost infinite. We all go around in circles (sometimes literally) trying to identify what 
works best. From the high end, with advanced technology and lightweight construction, to the mid-range and entry-level, paddles are shaped 
and manufactured in a variety of shapes, angles, styles, and sizes to propel us where we need to go. Whatever blade you choose, the perfect 
paddle should feel like an extension of the body. 

PADDLES
SEA KAYAK
HIGH END...................................................................................................
MID-RANGE................................................................................................
ENTRY LEVEL..............................................................................................

KAYAK FISHING
CANOE
HIGH END...................................................................................................
WOODEN PADDLES..................................................................................
ENTRY LEVEL.............................................................................................

22
26
28
29

30
32
33

SUP
HIGH END...................................................................................................
WOODEN PADDLES..................................................................................
ENTRY LEVEL.............................................................................................

WHITEWATER
HIGH END...................................................................................................
WOODEN PADDLES..................................................................................
ENTRY LEVEL.............................................................................................

34
37
39

40
42
43
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HIGH END 1 LIGHTWEIGHT CONSTRUCTION AND ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
CREATE A HIGH PERFORMANCE PADDLE.

WAVEDESIGN - WING WILD
Our  best choice for racing paddlers, fitness, and for touring kayakers that want to try a more technical paddle with 
high lift. Light, sturdy, designed for competitions. Requires good training. Due to its peculiar shape with a bigger 
surface in the initial part of the blade, this is the paddle that allows the most power during the initial phase, which 
always translates in a very agile, fast, and reactive paddling. It is suitable for any kind of water and it’s a very common 
style in every type of canoeing. Available in different configurations: five blade sizes, one-piece and two-pieces, in 
three different shaft flex indexes. Recommended for whitewater, surfski, and flatwater.

Weight: 0.696 kg/1.53 lb | Blade Size: 750 cm²/116.30 in² |  Material: Carbon

WAVEDESIGN.COM

ZEGUL - THUNDER
The Thunder Carbon paddle has mid-sized, low angle blades making the paddling truly effortless. The smaller blades 
are gentle on the joints while providing a well balanced and powerful stroke. 

Length: 215 cm/84.6’’ (+10 cm/3.9’’ Ajustable) | Weight: 0.8 kg/1.76 Ib | Construction: Blades: 
Carbon . Shaft: Oval Carbon and Bent Carbon | Colors: Carbon

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

VE PADDLES - VOYAGER CARBON
For going the distance. The VE Voyager is a narrow cruising blade shape with a small area. Power transfers gradually 
into the stroke as the blade is submerged. Using VE’s proprietary Aircore technology and constructed using pre-preg 
carbon composites, the blades are exceptionally light, strong and buoyant – ideal for all day paddling. Two-piece as 
standard, allowing length and angle personalisation.

Blade area: 633 cm² | Paddle length: 210-220 cm . 220-230 cm . 230-240 cm . Custom length 
available

VEPADDLES.COM

VE PADDLES - EXPLORER CARBON
A playful touring blade for rock hopping and surfing, the Explorer is a mid-sized paddle providing quick power 
transfer. Using VE’s proprietary Aircore technology and constructed using pre-preg carbon composites, the blades 
are exceptionally light, strong, and buoyant – ideal for journeys and play. Two-piece as standard, allowing length 
and angle personalisation.

Blade size: Small 615 cm² . Standard 650 cm² . Large 685 cm² | Paddle length: 210-220 cm . 
220-230 cm . 230-240 cm . Custom length available

VEPADDLES.COM

SEA KAYAK

https://www.wavedesign.com/
https://www.taheoutdoors.eu/
https://vepaddles.com/
https://vepaddles.com/
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AQUA-BOUND - TANGO CARBON BENT
The bent 3K, plain weave carbon shaft enables a comfortable grip for your hands while reducing the strain on your 
upper body. Sleek compression-molded carbon blades are designed to execute efficient low-angle performance. This 
incredibly comfortable 0.723 kg paddle offers maximum results with minimal effort. With carbon from tip to tip, and 
design engineered for performance, this paddle is a game-changer.

Length: 210-250 cm | Weight: 0.72 kg/1.6 lb | Blade Size: 620 cm2 /96 in2 | Blade Material: 
Compression Molded Carbon | Shaft Material: T-700 Carbon

AQUABOUND.COM

SELECT PADDLES - XBLADE
The X.BLADE paddle concentrates all our technological expertise. The blades are extremely thin, curved, and 
responsive, offering a moderate blade flex for a very stable and comfortable swipe through the water. The X.BLADE 
is a very lightweight paddle, made entirely of prepreg carbon. Four blade sizes, 550 / 590 / 660 / 720 cm2, available 
in straight or bent in two-pieces or as a single piece.

Weight: 700 g/1.5 lb | Material: Carbon

SELECT-PADDLES.COM

LETTMANN - ERGONOM PRO TOUR
Designed for kayakers to paddle with ease and without hurting your wrists - our Ergonom Pro Tour. The development 
of our ergonomic shaft set a milestone in the world of kayaking that creates the base for comfortable paddling. 
Automatic stabilization of the blades, thanks to the hands’ upstream pressure point and minimized bending of the 
wrists result in flutter-free strokes, reduced holding force, and minimized abrasion of your wrists’ tendons and 
ligaments. To this awesome base we added our profiled paddle blade, which provides a strong pressure built-up 
thanks to its hydrodynamic lift. Every bit of power you put in translates into the water preventing you from wasting 
your strength. Made of high -quality material. With the Ergonom Pro Tour you get an extra stiff paddle, which is 
perfectly suitable for anyone who craves powerful strokes.

Blade size: S . L | Weight: 0.98 kg/2.1 lb | Material: LCS 70 Light/70% Carbon . Aramid . 
Fiberglass

LETTMANN.DE

WAVEDESIGN - HIGH ANGLE
Our best choice for fitness and for touring kayakers and those wanting the powerful feel with high angle style 
of paddling. The paddle features full carbon construction cured in autoclave at high temperature and pressure. 
The result is a paddle with excellent mechanical properties, lightness, durability, and reliability with a very good 
progressive flexibility. Available in different configurations, in three different blade sizes, one-piece and two-pieces, 
in three different shaft flex indexes

Weight: 0.65 kg/1.43 lb | Blade Size: 670 cm²/103.85 in² |  Material: Carbon

WAVEDESIGN.COM

https://aquabound.com/
https://select-paddles.com/
https://lettmann.de/
https://www.wavedesign.com/
https://www.wavedesign.com/
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AQUA-BOUND - WHISKEY CARBON BENT
The Whiskey Carbon Bent Shaft provides a more natural stroke by putting your arms and wrists in a more comfortable 
position. With its large, all-carbon blades for a bigger bite in the water, the Whiskey Carbon Bent Shaft paddle is 
perfect for high-angle and high-energy paddlers. Its composite blades are hand-crafted with a carbon fiber resin 
and a lightweight interior core. They are compression molded to be strong, durable, and super light-weight. The 
Whiskey Carbon Bent Shaft features the 100% Carbon Posi-Lok® ferrule system, which clicks into position firmly 
and securely.

Length: 200-240 cm | Weight: 0.72 kg/1.6 lb | Blade Size: 613 cm2/95 in2 | Blade Material: 
Compression Molded Carbon | Shaft Material: T-700 Carbon

AQUABOUND.COM

LETTMANN - ERGONOM PRO SEA
Our Ergonom Pro Sea is designed for long distance kayakers. Its narrow blades ensure a lot of propulsion, thanks 
to the foam core and the hydradynamic formed blades. The ergonom shaft enables you to paddle for long periods of 
time while preserving your wrist joints, as they are perfectly positioned avoiding harming your tendons, ligaments, 
and muscles. Also it is a very high-end and tough material with a long life-expectancy.

Blade size: S . L | Weight: 0.88 kg/1.9 lbs | Material: LCS 70 Light/70% Carbon . Aramid . 
Fiberglass

LETTMANN.DE

LETTMANN - ERGONOM MULTIWAVE TOUR
The Multi-Wave blade is efficient and gentle at the same time. When the wavy profile is combined with the ergonomic 
shaft, the blade pulls flutter-free through the water. This paddle is easy on the joints leaving you free to save your 
energy and let the paddle to its thing: propel you on your next adventure. 

Blade size: S . L | Weight: 0.9 kg/1.98 lb | Material: LCS 100 Light 100% Carbon

LETTMANN.DE

SELECT PADDLES - XTR
The high-tech model in this range; the X.TR Mk2 is a versatile paddle, 6% lighter, for easier navigation. Light and 
comfortable to use, and designed for smooth strokes, the X.TR Mk2 is a foam core CNC 3D paddle made in carbon 
prepreg. Four blade sizes, 550 / 590 / 660 / 720 cm2, available in adjustable or single piece bent or straight shaft 
options. A must!

Weight: 0.75 kg/1.65 lb | Material: Carbon

SELECT-PADDLES.COM

LETTMANN - ERGONOM MULTIWAVE SEA
You can either fight against the waves...or make them your source of power. Just like the Multi Wave does it! The 
Multi Wave owes its power and flutter-free strokes to its wavy profile, while the ergonomic shaft make long-distance 
tracks a cinch.

Blade size: S . L | Weight: 0.9 kg/1.98 lb | Material: LCS 100 Light 100% Carbon

LETTMANN.DE

https://aquabound.com/
https://lettmann.de/
https://lettmann.de/
https://select-paddles.com/
https://lettmann.de/
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WAVEDESIGN - LOW ANGLE
Our best choice for fitness and for those touring with a low angle style of paddling. The paddle is Full Carbon 
construction cured in autoclave at high temperature and pressure, the result of this construction is a paddle with 
excellent mechanical properties, lightness, durability, and reliability with a very good progressive flexibility. Available 
in different configurations: one balde size, one-piece and two-pieces, in three different shaft flex indexes.

Weight: 0.65 kg/1.43 lb | Blade Size: 650 cm²/100.79 in² |  Material: Carbon

WAVEDESIGN.COM

WAVEDESIGN - WING SPRINT
Our most popular flat water blade. The shape of the blade remembers the traditional wing “teardrop” paddle. It 
provides a great catch force, which gradually decreases during the next steps of the paddle stroke to promote the 
initial stage of the next shot in the water. An excellent solution for every type of water: for speed, marathon, surfski, 
wildwater, fitness, and for touring kayakers that want to try a more technical paddle. Designed for well-conditioned 
and experienced paddlers. Available in different configurations: Four blade sizes, one-piece and two-pieces, in three 
different shaft flex indexes.

Weight: 0.69 kg/1.51 lb | Blade Size: 750 cm²/116.30 in² |  Material: Carbon

WAVEDESIGN.COM

KAJAK SPORT - KS INUKSUK
The Inuksuk is our flagship paddle. Handcrafted in West Greenland, this style of paddle is made in Finland. Solid and 
strong yet light thanks to a full carbon core paddle with a stunning matt finish. Well-balanced construction with 
a buoyant blade and an oval loom creates a light and effortless feeling. Smooth and well rounded thin edges allow 
a quiet catch and confident stroke. The Inuksuk is equipped with a unique Kajak Sport oval shaft ferrule to allow 
easy split and length adjustment.

Lenght: 215-228 cm/84.6-89.7’’ | Width: 95 mm/3.74’’ | Weight: 0.8 kg/1.8 Ib | Material: 
Carbon

KAJAKSPORT.FI

RACING

www.select-paddles.com
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MID-RANGE 1 PROGRESSIVE TECHNOLOGY AND SHAPE, MID-RANGE 
PADDLES SUIT THE ADVANCED OR PROGRESSING PADDLER. 

ZEGUL - SLIDR
The Slidr paddle has mid-sized, high angle blades that are excellent in moving water. This is a light and robust 
paddle. Designed with the Zegul kayaks in mind, the paddle features one of the most popular and iconic colour 
combinations in the Zegul range.

Length: 215 cm/84.6’’ (+10 cm/3.9’’ Ajustable) | Weight: 0.95 kg/2 Ib | Construction: Blades: 
Fiberglass . Shaft: Straight Fiberglass | Colors: Blue . White

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

VE PADDLES - EXPLORER GLASS
A playful touring blade for rock hopping and surfing, the Explorer is a mid-sized paddle providing quick power transfer. 
Pre-preg fiberglass composite construction creates a tougher more hardwearing paddle – ideal for use around rocks. 
Two-piece as standard, allowing length and angle personalization. 

Blade Size: Small 615 cm² . Standard 650 cm² . Large 685 cm² | Paddle Length:  210-220 cm . 
220-230 cm . 230-240 cm . Custom length available | Blade Colors: Yellow . Red

VEPADDLES.COM

SEA KAYAK

AQUA-BOUND - TANGO FIBERGLASS
The Tango Fiberglass’ multi-laminate fiberglass blades are truly hand-crafted using high-pressure compression 
molding, and they come in three hi-vis color options: Green Tide, Fuego, and Sunwave. Along with an all-carbon 
T-700 shaft, the Tango Fiberglass paddle has a super light swing weight yet is strong and very durable. It features 
the 100% Carbon Posi-Lok® ferrule system which clicks into position firmly and securely.

Length: 210-250 cm | Weight: 0.73 kg/1.6 lb | Blade Size: 620 cm2/96 in2 | Blade Material: 
Compression Molded Fiberglass | Shaft Material: T-700 Carbon

AQUABOUND.COM

AQUA-BOUND - WHISKEY FIBERGLASS
The Whiskey Fiberglass paddle has beefy blades making it perfect for high-angle, high-energy paddlers. Hand-crafted 
and compression molded with multi-laminate fiberglass resin and a lightweight foam core, the Whiskey Fiberglass 
paddle comes in three vibrant colors: Fuego, Green Tide, and Sunwave. The Whiskey Fiberglass paddle has a super-
light and durable, 100% carbon T-700 shaft featuring the 100% Carbon Posi-Lok® ferrule system, which clicks 
into position firmly and securely.

Length: 200-240 cm | Weight: 0.73 kg/1.62 lb | Blade Size: 613 cm2/95 in2 | Blade Material: 
Compression Molded Fiberglass | Shaft Material: T-700 Carbon

AQUABOUND.COM

https://www.taheoutdoors.eu/
https://vepaddles.com/
https://aquabound.com/
https://aquabound.com/
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SELECT PADDLES - X.TREK
The X.TREK paddle concentrates all our technological expertise. The blades are extremely thin, curved, and responsive, 
offering a moderate blade flex for a very stable and comfortable swipe through the water. The X.TREK is a very 
lightweight paddle, entirely made of fiberglass and prepreg carbon. Available in four blade size 550 / 590 / 660 / 
720 cm2, as a single piece or adjustable shaft.

Weight: 0.8 kg/1.8 lb | Material: Fiberglass

SELECT-PADDLES.COM

SELECT PADDLES - XLINE
The X.LINE sea kayak paddle features very thin, curved blades. Designed in fiberglass, they bring comfort and 
smoothness to each paddle stroke. Light and discreet, the X.LINE is the ideal paddle for day-long touring. Available 
in single piece or adjustable shaft.

Weight: 0.9 kg/1.9 lb | Material: Fiberglass

SELECT-PADDLES.COM

WERNER PADDLES - SHUNA
The Shuna is our best-selling premium high angle blade, designed for those who want mid-sized power for strokes 
in all directions. It is the perfect paddle for the coastal play environment, or for those who want a conservative feel 
through the water to make the miles pass with ease.

Length: 46 cm/18’’ | Width: 18.25 cm/7.2’’ | Weight: 0.78 g/1.72 lb | Material: Fiberglass

WERNERPADDLES.COM

V E P A D D L E S . C O M

AIRCORE
Feel the difference with more buoyant, lighter paddles.

https://select-paddles.com/
https://select-paddles.com/
https://wernerpaddles.com/
https://vepaddles.com/
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AQUA-BOUND - STING RAY HYBRID
The Sting Ray Hybrid is the lightest injection molded kayak paddle available at its price point. With its mid-sized 
blades built of exclusive Aqua-Bound abXII resin reinforced with fiberglass and an all-carbon shaft, this paddle 
reduces fatigue and joint strain for flat-water paddlers.

Length: 210-250 cm | Weight: 0.86 kg/1.9 lb | Blade Size: 585 cm2/91 in2 | Blade Material: 
AbXII Fiberglass Reinforced Nylon | Shaft Material: 100% Carbon, Ovalized

AQUABOUND.COM

ENTRY LEVEL 1 MADE IN A VARIETY OF SHAPES, ANGLES,AND SIZES, 
WITH PRICING ACCESSIBLE TO ALL PADDLERS. 

KAJAK PRO - ELITE 660
The Elite 660 is a very durable and affordable asymmetrical paddle, designed by experienced kayakers and made 
100% in Europe.

Weight: 1.25 kg/2.75 Ib | Blade Size: 660 cm²/102.3 in² | Material: Plastic Blades . Aluminium 
Shaft

KAJAK.PRO

PALM EQUIPMENT - VISION 2-PIECE PADDLE
A high performance two-piece touring paddle. The Vision has stiff, lightweight blades, mid-sized to suit a low or 
high angle paddling style and a lightweight composite shaft. Our new paddle joint lets you to adjust the feather on 
the go, or to take the paddle apart.

Length: 215 cm . 220 cm . 230 cm | Shaft diameter: 30 mm | Feather: adjustable 15° 
increments left or right-hand | Blade Area: 630 cm² | Blade Material: Nylon 6 . Glass-filled 
blade | Shaft Material: Fiberglass | Colors: White

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

BENDING BRANCHES - SUNRISE GLASS
The Sunrise Glass kayak paddle balances it all: performance, comfort, value, and style. When looking for high-end 
features but a reasonable price tag, look no further. The Sunrise Glass has polypropylene blades that are stiff and 
reliable, but also pull through the water smoothly. Its shaft is rugged yet lightweight fiberglass, which provides both 
comfort and warmth in a tight fitting two-piece snap button ferrule. The high-vis green or yellow blades will ensure 
you’re easily seen when out on the water. Proudly hand-built in Osceola, Wisconsin, USA. 

Length: 210-240 cm | Weight: 1.00 kg/2.2 lb | Blade size: 574 cm2/89 in2 | Blade Material: 
Polypropylene | Shaft Material: Fiberglass

BENDINGBRANCHES.CO

SEA KAYAK

https://aquabound.com/
https://kajak.pro/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/
https://bendingbranches.com/
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BENDING BRANCHES - ANGLER PRO
The Angler Pro not only stands out in the industry as a six-time Angler Paddle of the Year but also stands out on the 
water thanks to the vibrant blade patterns designed by the BB fishing team. Compression-molded fiberglass blades 
offer a smooth forward stroke, and an ovalized 100% carbon shaft allows effortless fishing all day long. Catches 
can be verified quickly with the tape measure placed directly on the carbon shaft.

Length: 230-280 cm | Weight: 0.81 kg/1.78 lb | Blade size: 675 cm2/105 in2 | Blade Material: 
Compression Molded Fiberglass | Shaft Material: 100% Carbon

BENDINGBRANCHES.CO

BENDING BRANCHES - ANGLER NAVIGATOR
0.935 kg of toughness is packed into this kayak fishing paddle. An ultra-lightweight, 100% carbon shaft with a built-
in tape measure and a blade design made of red alder, roasted basswood, and basswood offers more flex than most 
composite paddles, making it the quietest paddle on the market. Each blade is sealed in with 0.057 kg of fiberglass 
for durability. For those that push their gear to the limits, this paddle is reinforced with Rockgard edge protection.

Length: 230-280 cm | Weight: 0.93 kg/2.06 lb | Blade size: 675 cm2/105 in2 | Blade Material: 
Red Alder . Roasted Basswood . Basswood | Shaft Material: 100% Carbon 

BENDINGBRANCHES.COM

PADDLES DESIGNED FOR THE DAYS SPENT OUT ON THE WATER 
IN SEARCH OF THE PERFECT CATCH. 

BENDING BRANCHES - ANGLER CLASSIC
The best-selling kayak fishing paddle in North America, the Angler Classic is the staple of durability on the water, 
offering all the bells and whistles available in high-end paddles but at a price any kayak angler can afford. The rugged 
fiberglass-reinforced nylon blades are propelled by a durable fiberglass shaft, giving you the push you need without 
worrying about durability. Check the length of your catch with the dual tape measure on the shaft (in both inches 
and centimeters), and get those pesky hooks free again with the hook retrieval system built right into the blade. 
The Angler Classic is available with either orange or sage green blades and proudly hand-built in Osceola, WI, USA. 

Length: 230-280 cm | Weight: 0.96 kg/2.11 lb | Blade size: 613 cm2/95 in2 | Blade Material: 
Fiberglass Reinforced Nylon | Shaft Material: Fiberglass

BENDINGBRANCHES.CO

WERNER PADDLES - HOOKED ADJUSTABLE CAMANO
The Camano features our most popular, award-winning blade design, providing the perfect combination for anglers 
who want enough power to follow schooling fish all day using the relaxed all around low angle stroke. Customize 
your paddle length on the fly for high/low seat positions, standing while sight fishing, or switching between multiple 
kayaks of different widths. The 20 cm adjustable length paddle gives you the freedom to fish.

Blade Size: 650 cm2 | Weight: .85 kg/2 lb | Level: Mid-Range | Material: Fiberglass | Colors: 
Large Mouth Bass . Catch Lime Drift . Tropy Charcoal 

WERNERPADDLES.COM

WERNER PADDLES - HOOKED ADJUSTABLE SHUNA
The Shuna is our most popular high angle fishing paddle. Customize your paddle length on the fly for high/low 
seat positions, standing while sight fishing, or switching between multiple kayaks of different widths. The 20 cm 
adjustable length paddle gives you the freedom to fish.

Blade Size: 615 cm2 | Weight: .87 kg/2 lb | Level: Mid-Range | Material: Fiberglass | Colors: 
Large Mouth Bass . Catch Lime Drift . Trophy Charcoal 

WERNERPADDLES.COM

KAYAK FISHING

https://bendingbranches.com/
https://bendingbranches.com/
https://bendingbranches.com/
https://wernerpaddles.com/
https://wernerpaddles.com/
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HIGH END 1 LIGHTWEIGHT CONSTRUCTION AND ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
CREATE A HIGH PERFORMANCE PADDLE. 

FREEFALL PADDLES - THE GAIA GLASS
The Glass Gaia with fiberglass blade and shaft and supplied with Wood T-Grip is extremely popular with performance 
paddlers who like a paddle with power and flex. This paddle is frequently used in extreme racing and slalom for the 
power the blade offers with the comfort of flex.  

Material: Fiberglass

FREEFALLPADDLES.COM

WAVEDESIGN - CANOA MJÖLLNIR
Downriver and sprint canoe paddle. Versatile use, light, and durable. The blade has tough, durable core. The edge of 
the blade has a thin layer running on top of the carbon to protect the edge from nicks and cracks, guaranteeing the 
perfect water entry every stroke. Carbon: 100% - autoclave cured prepreg.

Weight: 0.45 kg/1.4 lb | Blade Size:  815 cm²/127 in² |  Material: Carbon

WAVEDESIGN.COM

FREEFALL PADDLES - THE GAIA ARAMID 3 PIECE
Our Gaia blade and shaft in carbon with nylon shaft locks manufactured in a three-piece configuration.  (Outer Shaft 
29OD/27ID and Inner Shaft 27OD/25ID) , ideal for your spare paddle or Packraft.

Material: Carbon

FREEFALLPADDLES.COM

VE PADDLES - CANOE CARBON
A powerful and dynamic blade for whitewater freestyle or OC creeking. Using VE’s proprietary Aircore technology and 
constructed using pre-preg carbon composites, the blades are light, strong, and buoyant. This blade is manufactured 
at a very high pressure to produce an extremely solid hard-wearing edge, ideal for on or offside rock bashing. It 
comes with an asymetric T-grip and is available in one piece, two piece or uncut versions. 

Blade size: 904 cm² | Paddle length: 140 cm, 150 cm, 160 cm, uncut (170) cm | Option of two 
piece splits

VEPADDLES.COM

CANOE

RACING

https://www.freefallpaddles.com/
https://www.wavedesign.com/
https://www.freefallpaddles.com/
https://vepaddles.com/
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FREEFALL PADDLES - BLACK LITE GLASS
Designed from the success of the Black paddle, the Black Lite is supplied with a fiberglass shaft and blade offering 
the advantage of flexibility to our already powerful design. Excellent as a rough water paddle or guide stick. Blades 
are supplied in white and the shaft in black, with the T-grip in hand-made wood or plastic.

Length: Up to 172.7 cm/68’’ | Material: Fiberglass, Wood

FREEFALLPADDLES.COM

FREEFALL PADDLES - THE BLACK
Our flagship paddle, the paddle that started it all. Manufactured from 100% carbon, the Black is a tough as nails 
paddle for the modern whitewater canoe paddler. Manufactured in a one-piece configuration with oval shaft, this 
paddle is tough, stiff, and capable of enormous power. Supplied with hand-made wood or plastic T-Grip.

Length: Up to 172.7 cm/68’’ | Material: Carbon

FREEFALLPADDLES.COM

FREEFALL PADDLES - BLACK LITE CARBON CRANK
The Black Lite Carbon Cranked paddle is a high-performance lightweight whitewater canoe paddle, particularly 
at home in fast-moving rivers with challenging conditions. Available as a paddle in straight shaft configurations in 
glass or carbon with the option of our cranked 100% carbon shaft. The crankshaft allows for a better hand position 
for outside draws and pry strokes, reducing the strain on the paddler’s wrist, again supplied with either a plastic 
or wood T-Grip.

Length: Up to 172.7 cm/68’’ | Material: Carbon . Wood

FREEFALLPADDLES.COM

FREEFALL PADDLES - BLACK LITE
The Black Lite Carbon is a full spec carbon paddle, in 100% Carbon, with a single shaft bonded to a single blade. 
The Black Lite has become incredibly popular due to its light weight and high performance. Like its big brother the 
Black, the Black Lite is excellent at catching water and providing pull through power even on short strokes like the 
Knifed J, providing flutter-free power on demand to get you moving.

Length: Up to 172.7 cm/68’’ | Material: Carbon

FREEFALLPADDLES.COM

WAVEDESIGN - OUTRIGGER - RACE
Full carbon outrigger canoe paddle. Lightweight and durable, great for sprints and distance. The single bend paddle 
has a 10-degree bend where the paddle blade meets the shaft. Available with an Adjustable Shaft System (MINIVARIO 
+ 20 cm). Carbon: 100% - autoclave cured prepreg.

Weight: 0.4 kg/0.8 lb | Blade Size: 760 cm² |  Material: Carbon

WAVEDESIGN.COM

OUTRIGGER

https://www.freefallpaddles.com
https://www.freefallpaddles.com/
https://www.freefallpaddles.com/
https://www.freefallpaddles.com/
https://www.wavedesign.com/
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WOODEN PADDLE 1 THERE IS NOTHING LIKE THE FLEX, WEIGHT, FEEL, 
AND UNIQUE BEAUTY OF A WOOD PADDLE.  

FREEFALL PADDLES - BEAVER TAIL
Our Beaver Tail paddle is absolutely beautiful. Handmade from North American slow-grown ash, as slow-grown 
means a tighter configuration of the wood’s natural rings and grain. Our paddles follow the traditional design with 
a longer, thinner blade. All Beaver Tails come supplied with Freefall Paddles Wedge grip, which allows for a tighter 
hold on the paddle and more rest for the paddler’s hand muscles versus a pinch grip during a long day’s paddle.

Length: 127 cm/50’’. 132.1 cm/52’’. 137.2 cm/54’’. 142.2 cm/56’’. 147.3 cm/58’’. 152.4 cm/60’’

FREEFALLPADDLES.COM

FREEFALL PADDLES - TRAVELLER S
Our basic but popular solid wood padlle, manufactured from North American slow-grown ash. This little paddle has 
become popular with schools and outdoor centers. The design is simple and elegant with a single straight narrow 
blade, providing comfortable power all day long. Supplied with the Freefall Wedge Grip.

Length: 127 cm/50’’. 132.1 cm/52’’. 137.2 cm/54’’. 142.2 cm/56’’. 147.3 cm/58’’. 152.4 cm/60’’ | 
Material: Ash

FREEFALLPADDLES.COM

FREEFALL PADDLES - THE BLACK FEATHER
Our most unusual paddle, the Black Feather takes its design from the original first native people of North America 
and Canada; the blade is super slim and is designed to be used when the boat is being paddled on its edge. Originally 
the blade style was used as a hunting blade as it sweeps effortlessly through quiet water allowing the boat to creep 
along silently. Manufactured from oak for durability and stiffness, this paddle is so absolutely unique.

Length: 127 cm/50’’. 132.1 cm/52’’. 137.2 cm/54’’. 142.2 cm/56’’. 147.3 cm/58’’. 152.4 cm/60’’

FREEFALLPADDLES.COM

BENDING BRANCHES - CATALYST ST
The Catalyst is our new, sustainable canoe paddle. Handcrafted from a combination of basswood, roasted basswood, 
red alder, and maple remnants from our first-quality paddles, we’re giving new life to what might have gone to 
waste. At 0.68 kg, the Catalyst is day trip ready. Designed for comfort with an ovalized shaft and a freestyle palm 
grip, this lightweight paddle will stand up to hours of paddling. The Catalyst exceeds our strength testing standards 
with full Rockgard® coverage and a 0.113 kg fiberglass wrap. Ideal for flatwater, it’s all smooth paddling from 
here with the Catalyst.

Length: 132-152 cm/52-60’’ | Weight: 0.68 kg/1.5 lb | Blade Size: 761 cm2/118 in2 | Blade 
Material: Basswood . Red Alder . Maple . Roasted Basswood | Shaft Material: Ovalized . Solid 
Basswood

BENDINGBRANCHES.CO

CANOE

https://www.freefallpaddles.com/
https://www.freefallpaddles.com/
https://www.freefallpaddles.com/
https://bendingbranches.com/
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FREEFALL PADDLES - OTTERTAIL EC
Simple and sleek. The Ottertail is a timeless classic in canoe design, with a longer blade for deep water paddling. 
Manufactured from ash with our Wedge Grip.

Length: 127 cm/50’’. 132.1 cm/52’’. 137.2 cm/54’’. 142.2 cm/56’’. 147.3 cm/58’’. 152.4 cm/60’’ | 
Material: Ash

FREEFALLPADDLES.COM

BENDING BRANCHES - ARROW
Durable, versatile, and reasonably-priced, the Arrow takes the worry out of paddling. The Arrow is at home on rivers 
or lakes and it delivers unmatched performance and longevity for price. The Arrow is hand-crafted of a blend of 
beautiful hardwoods – basswood, red alder, and maple - in Osceola, Wisconsin, USA. Its seven-laminate blade provides 
strength and durability, and the blade tip is edged with Bending Branches’ Rockgard® protection, prolonging the 
life of the paddle six times greater. 

Length: 132-152 cm/52-60’’ | Weight: 0.65 kg/1.43 lb | Blade Size: 781 cm2/121 in2 | Blade 
Material: Red Alder. Basswood. Maple | Shaft Material: Ovalized .18-Laminate

BENDINGBRANCHES.CO

PALM EQUIPMENT - ALBA PADDLE
The feel of wood with the durability of plastic, in a great all-round canoe paddle. Light in the water thanks to the 
buoyant foam core blade, the clean shape works smoothly for all strokes without flutter. The blade is overmolded 
onto a tough aluminium shaft and with the comfortable asymmetric T-grip you have the durability and control that 
you need for flat or moving water. 

Blade size: 780 cm² | Paddle length: 140 cm, 150 cm, 160 cm, uncut (170 cm)

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

PROFIPLAST -  KANO
The KANO canoe paddle has been designed to meet the functional requirements as well as the high esthetic 
demands of contemporary customers. The blade is made of tough polypropylene. The mechanical properties of this 
thermoplastic guarantee excellent product strength and low weight. The shaft is made of highly solid duraluminium. 
The grip is made of the same material as the blade. Volumetric dye penetration, high gloss, selected color, and 
modern shapes deliver an exceptional appearance of the paddle. Its high utility value is ensured by mechanical 
properties of the materials used.

Weight: 0.8 kg/1.8 lb | Blade Size: 800 cm²/124 in² | Material: Plastic Blades . Aluminium 
Shaft

PROFIPLAST.COM

ENTRY LEVEL 1 MADE IN A VARIETY OF SHAPES, ANGLES,AND SIZES, 
WITH PRICING ACCESSIBLE TO ALL PADDLERS. 

https://www.freefallpaddles.com/
https://bendingbranches.com/
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/
http://www.profiplast.com/
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HIGH END 1 LIGHTWEIGHT CONSTRUCTION AND ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
CREATE A HIGH PERFORMANCE PADDLE.

ZIJIE SPORTS - MOANA
The MOANA paddle is a new innovative blade designed specifically for high level athletes in extremely good shape. 
The outline of this blade has been redesigned to allow for a stronger grip on water, while maintaining a slight 
flexibility. The main particularity is that we added two profiled rails on the blade edges.This new design makes it 
easy to compress all the water pressure on the whole surface of the blade and undeniably give the best grip and 
an extreme power to each stroke despite its small surface. This blade can be used in any type of water conditions.

Weight: 0.39 kg/0.86 Ib | Blade Size: 672 cm²/76 in² | Material: Full Carbon

ZIJIE-SPORT.COM

STARBOARD - LIMA PREPREG CARBON
The new standard in high-performance paddling. The very direct catch and ability to redirect automatically is what 
makes the world champion race team choose the Lima. The concave shape on the power face guides the water 
throughout the blade controlling the wobbling and increasing the water flow speed.  The edge defining the concave 
face starts round-shaped at the tip of the blade to separate the water smoothly. It then becomes sharper to dictate 
the water its path and stabilize the blade. All your power is transferred in a straight forward motion as you don’t 
need to worry about paddle alignment in the water anymore.

SUP.STAR-BOARD.COM

WAVEDESIGN - SUP RACE 
Perfect for racing. The long rectangular shape allows for incremental power. The long and narrow blade with a flat 
profile and 10-degree blade angle combines instant efficient power delivery with a forgiving feel. Carbon: 100% 
- autoclave cured prepreg. Available in different shaft configurations, in junior-size, and as our unique two-piece-
paddle with an adjustment of overall length within 20 cm: a solution in between the one-piece-paddle and the classic 
two-piece-paddle. The 20-cm adjustment allows you to adapt the paddle to the paddling environment for the same 
athlete or for similar athletes without compromising flexibility.

Weight: 0.46 kg/1.4 lb | Blade Size: 470 cm²/73 in² |  Material: Carbon

WAVEDESIGN.COM

WAVEDESIGN - SUP WAVE  
Perfect for wave riders. Special features of the blade shape, with its long and narrow blade, flat profile and 10 
degree blade angle, combines instant efficient power delivery with a forgiving feel. Full carbon construction cured 
in autoclave at high temperature and pressure, the result of this construction is a paddle with excellent mechanical 
properties, lightness, durability, and reliability with a very good progressive flexibility. Available in different shaft 
configurations, in three different blade sizes, one-piece, vario with an adjustment of overall length within 20 cm 
or 50 cm.

Weight: 0.46 kg/1.4 lb | Blade Size: 470 cm²/73 in² |  Material: Carbon

WAVEDESIGN.COM

WAVEDESIGN - SUP PROMPT
Perfect for racing. For well conditioned paddlers looking for dynamic SUP. The long rectangular shape allows 
incremental power. The long and narrow blade with flat profile and 11 degree blade angle combines instant efficient 
power delivery with a forgiving feel. Full carbon construction cured in autoclave at high temperature and pressure, 
the result of this construction is a paddle with excellent mechanical properties, lightness, durability, and reliability.  
Available paddle configurations: two blade sizes, three shaft options (one-piece, vario with an adjustment of overall 
length within 20 cm or 50 cm), three flex indexes

Weight: 0.479 kg/1.05 lb | Blade Size: 570 cm²/88.39 in² |  Material: Carbon

WAVEDESIGN.COM

STAND UP
PADDLE

http://www.zijie-sport.com/
https://sup.star-board.com/
https://www.wavedesign.com/
https://www.wavedesign.com/
https://www.wavedesign.com/
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AZTRON - RACE CARBON 100 1-SEC / 3-SEC PADDLE
The RACE Carbon 100 paddle has a SONIC blade designed for racing and waves and weights only 550 g. The one-
section RACE 100 paddle is designed for pro riders for the most powerful and effective paddle stroke on the water. 
Built with a 100 percent carbon fiber blade and 3K carbon shaft design, it is strong yet light. With a reduction in 
swing weight, the RACE paddle has an ultimate fast flex response from the top of the blade all the way to the top 
of the T-bar handle.

Length: 185-225 cm | Weight: 0.55 kg/1.2 lb | Blade Size: 650 cm2/101 in2 | Materials: Blade: 
100% Carbon . Shaft: 100% Carbon . Handle: Carbon Race Style

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

JP AUSTRALIA - CARBONPRO PADDLE 2PC 83
100% Pre-preg carbon, CNC shaped high density PVC core blade! 100% Pre-preg carbon shaft! This is the only way 
to achieve lowest weight, quickest response, and ultimate in performance. The concave V blades are powerful and 
super stable, offered in 83 in2, 90 in2 and the newest 77 in2. They feature a  generous ABS edge for the protection 
of your board and the blade. The handles are made of 100% Carbon. The cut-to-length carbon handle is covered 
with comfortable EVA.

Length: 160-215 cm | Weight: 0.58 kg/1.3 lb | Level: High End | Size: Available in different sizes

JP-AUSTRALIA.COM

JOBE - CARBON PRO SUP PADDLE 3-PIECE
The Jobe Carbon Pro SUP Paddle three-piece is built with the most premium materials on the market! Featuring 
a 100% carbon fiber shaft, lightweight carbon blade, and a comfortable carbon T-grip, the Jobe Carbon paddle is 
the most premium stand up paddleboard in the Jobe lineup. The Carbon Pro Paddle also comes with a blade cover.

Length: 180-220 cm/68.8’’-70.8’’ | Blade Material: Carbon | Shaft Material: Carbon |  
Weight: 0.68 kg/1.49 lb

JOBESPORTS.COM

AZTRON - NEXT CARBON 30 3-SEC PADDLE
The NEXT Carbon 30 paddle is ideal if you are doing a lot of paddling and you need higher performance. It comes with 
a mixed carbon and fiberglass blade and a three-piece adjustable shaft with 70% fiberglass and 30% uni-directional 
carbon. The overall result is greater strength, yet lighter and responsive.

Length: 185-225 cm | Weight: 0.75 kg | Blade Size: 800cm2 /124 in2 |  
Materials: Blade: Glass/Carbon . Shaft: 70% Glass/30% Carbon . Handle: Carbon

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

SELECT PADDLES - SESSION
The Session SUP from Select Paddles is specially engineered to increase efficiency and reduce fatigue. Light and 
thin and built in fiberglass, with a V-shaped section that provides excellent stability for a very comfortable paddle 
swipe through the water. Whether for fitness, touring, or surf, the SESSION is an excellent versatile paddle. Available 
as a one-piece adjustable or three-part model.

Weight: 0.65 kg/1.4 lb | Material: Fiberglass

SELECT-PADDLES.COM

https://www.aztronsports.com/
https://jp-australia.com/
https://www.jobesports.com/fr/
https://www.aztronsports.com/
https://select-paddles.com/
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AZTRON - POWER CARBON 70 2-SEC / 3-SEC PADDLE
The POWER Carbon 70 paddle is the high-performance choice for the ambitious paddler. Top flex and response are 
guaranteed for an effortless handling through a 70% carbon blade with a carbon and glass mixed shaft. The twist 
and flex in this blade is superbly controlled through its design. The carbon shaft is perfect for advanced riders and 
long distance touring and surfing.

Length: 185-225 cm | Weight: 0.67 kg/1.47 lb | Blade Size: 650 cm2 /101 in2 | Materials: Blade: 
30% Glass/70% Carbon . Shaft: 70% Carbon/30% Glass . Handle: Carbon

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

JP AUSTRALIA - CARBON PADDLE 2PC 83
100% pre-preg carbon CNC shaped high density PVC core blade with a 60% pre-preg carbon shaft is a great 
performance paddle. We kept the “swing weight” low by using the full carbon blade. The 60% pre-preg carbon 
shaft is a better option for those looking for a slightly forgiving feel at a really low weight predominantly in waves 
or touring. The concave V blades feature a generous ABS edge for the protection of your board, offered in three 
sizes: 83 in2, 90 in2 and the newest 77 in2. The handles are made of 100% Carbon. The cut-to-length carbon handle 
is covered with comfortable EVA.

Length: 160-215 cm | Weight: 0.64 kg/1.4 lb | Level: Mid Range | 

JP-AUSTRALIA.COM

JP AUSTRALIA - CARBON/GLASS PADDLE 2PC 83
The carbon blade in combination with a pre-preg fiberglass shaft provides very good performance at a great price. 
The stringer inside the “Y” blade creates stiffness. The matte finish on the shaft provides good grip. Comes with a 
100% carbon slotted extension and handle.

Length: 160-215 cm | Weight: 0.69 kg/1.52 lb | Level: Mid Range

JP-AUSTRALIA.COM

AZTRON - SPEED CARBON HYBRID 3-SEC PADDLE
The Speed Carbon Hybrid Paddle has an excellent flex and weight ratio, providing beginner and intermediate paddlers 
with all the characteristic needed to progress. Featuring a 70 percent carbon fiber shaft to make this paddle strong, 
stiff, and lightweight. The carbon hybrid shaft design effectively helps prevent arm fatigue but still retains a high 
performance feel during those powerful strokes.

Length: 185-225 cm | Weight: 0.725 kg/1.6 lb | Blade Size: 784 cm2/121 in2 | Materials: Blade: 
Reinforced Nylon . Shaft: 70% Carbon/30% Glass . Handle: Carbon

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

AZTRON - 
PHASE BAMBOO CARBON 2-SEC / 3-SEC PADDLE
Built tough with the natural bamboo veneer but light enough for a long day of touring or surfing, the PHASE paddle 
features a 70% carbon shaft that lets you paddle harder and longer. Bamboo is naturally durable and weather 
resistant, and we finish it with a marine-grade clear coat which stays soft and grippy when wet. 

Length: 185-225 cm | Weight: 685 g | Blade Size: 800 cm2 /124 in2 | Materials: Blade: Bamboo/
Carbon . Shaft: 70% Carbon/30% Glass . Handle: Carbon

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

JOBE - CARBON PRO SUP PADDLE 2-PIECE
The Jobe Carbon Pro SUP Paddle two-piece is built with the most premium materials on the market! Featuring a 
100% carbon fiber shaft, lightweight carbon blade, and a comfortable carbon T-grip, the Jobe Carbon paddle is 
the most premium stand up paddleboard in the Jobe lineup. The Carbon Pro Paddle also comes with a blade cover.

Length: 180 cm-220 cm/68.8’’-70.8’’ | Shaft Material: Bamboo |  Blade Material: Carbon | 
Weight: 0.63 kg/1.38 lb

JOBESPORTS.COM

https://www.aztronsports.com/
https://jp-australia.com/
https://jp-australia.com/
https://www.aztronsports.com/
https://www.aztronsports.com/
https://www.jobesports.com/fr/
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MID-RANGE 1 PROGRESSIVE TECHNOLOGY AND SHAPE, MID-RANGE 
PADDLES SUIT THE ADVANCED OR PROGRESSING PADDLER. 

AZTRON - STYLE ALUMINUM 3-SEC / 4-SEC PADDLE
The 2021 upgraded Style Aluminum Paddle is the standard accessory for all AZTRON air boards. The paddle boasts 
a reinforced nylon blade, center stringer design, and a total handle, and shaft quick lock.

Length: 160-215 cm . 160-197 cm | Weight: 1.04 kg/2.3 lb . 1.02 kg/2.25 lb | Blade Size:  
725 cm2/112 in2 | Materials: Blade: Reinforced Nylon . Shaft: Aluminum . Handle: Nylon

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

AZTRON - MACH FIBERGLASS 3-SEC PADDLE
Aztron’s MACH Fiberglass Paddle is ideal for all-round paddling and a low cadence paddling style. This is a paddle 
balancing comfort, convenience, and maneuverability for entry-level SUP paddlers.  

Length: 220 cm | Weight: .82 kg/1.8 lb | Blade Size: 784 cm2/121 in2 | Materials: Blade: 40% 
Glass/30% Reinforced Nylon . Shaft: 85% Glass/15% Carbon . Handle: Nylon

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

JP AUSTRALIA - GLASS PADDLE 2PC 83
Fiberglass flexes naturally and is therefore easy on your shoulders and back. The stringer inside the “Y” blade creates 
stiffness while the full fiberglass pressure molded blade is leak proof. The shafts have a horizontally roughened 
surface for a good grip. Comes with an fiberglass/carbon extension and an ABS handle.

Length: 160-215 cm | Weight: 0.78 kg/1.7 lb | Level: Mid Range

JP-AUSTRALIA.COM

AQUA-BOUND - MALTA FIBERGLASS
The Malta Fiberglass offers performance and designs that will make you stand out on the water. The 561 cm2 blade 
is smooth and efficient and designed to not be overly fatiguing while paddleboarding. The Malta’s blade comes 
in three stunning designs, all crafted of compression molded fiberglass. Regardless of the water conditions you 
encounter, the T-grip and 10-degree bend in the 100% carbon shaft ensure your paddling experience is easy on 
your joints and muscles.

Length: 178-218 cm/70-86’’ | Weight: 0.54 kg/1.15 lb | Blade size: 561 cm2/87 in2 | Blade 
Material: Compression Molded Fiberglass | Shaft Material: 100% Carbon with 10° bend

AQUABOUND.COM

STAND UP
PADDLE

https://www.aztronsports.com/
https://www.aztronsports.com/
https://jp-australia.com/
https://aquabound.com/
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JOBE - BAMBOO PADDLE
The Jobe Bamboo Paddle is a perfect example of form meeting function. Featuring an extremely light bamboo shaft 
for an excellent flex to weight ratio the Jobe Bamboo Paddle is a joy to hold. Need to adjust? The Jobe Bamboo 
Paddle features an easy to use clip to adjust to multiple heights so riders of all sizes can enjoy their day on the water!

Length: 180 cm-220 cm/68.8’’-70.8’’ | Shaft Material: Bamboo shaft | Blade Material: 20% 
carbon . 80% fiberglass | Weight: 0.78 kg/1.7 lb

JOBESPORTS.COM

JOBE - FIBERGLASS PADDLE ORANGE 3-PIECE
The Jobe Fiberglass Paddle three-piece is a perfect example of form meeting function. Featuring an extremely light 
fiberglass shaft for an excellent flex to weight ratio the Jobe Fiberglass Paddle is a joy to hold. And with a comfortable 
fiberglass T-Grip built in you’ll never want to put it down.

Length: 180 cm-220 cm/68.8’’-70.8’’ | Blade Material: 20% carbon . 80% fiberglass | Shaft 
Material: 20% carbon . 80% fiberglass | Weight: 0.78 kg/1.7 lb

JOBESPORTS.COM

JOBE - FIBERGLASS PADDLE LIME 3-PIECE
The Jobe Fiberglass Paddle three-piece is a perfect example of form meeting function. Featuring an extremely light 
fiberglass shaft for an excellent flex to weight ratio the Jobe Fiberglass Paddle is a joy to hold. And with a comfortable 
fiberglass T-Grip built in you’ll never want to put it down.

Length: 180 cm-220 cm/68.8’’-70.8’’ | Blade Material: 20% carbon . 80% fiberglass |  Shaft 
Material: 20% carbon . 80% fiberglass | Weight: 0.78 kg/1.7 lb

JOBESPORTS.COM

EGALIS - SWAN SLIM ALU LL
The Swan Slim SUP paddle has a slightly renewed blade shape, making it even more effortless to paddle. It also 
has a new Leverlock system, which gives the feel and performance of a fixed-length paddle with the versatility and 
convenience of an adjustable.

Length: 135-175 cm .165-205 cm | Weight: 0.87 kg/1.9 lb | Blade Material: Fibrylon | Shaft 
Lock: Leverlock | Shaft Material: Aluminium

TAHEOUTDOORS.EU

THE ONE-STOP SHOP WEBSITE FOR 
PADDLESPORTS GEAR ADDICTS

https://www.jobesports.com/fr/
https://www.jobesports.com/fr/
https://www.jobesports.com/fr/
https://www.taheoutdoors.eu/
https://www.paddlerguide.com/
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ENTRY LEVEL 1 PADDLES IN A VARIETY OF SHAPES, ANGLES, AND SIZES 
AT PRICES ACCESSIBLE TO ALL PADDLERS. 

AZTRON - NEO FIBERGLASS 3-SEC YOUTH PADDLE
The 2021 brand new NEO fiberglass paddle is designed especially for junior paddlers. It offers paddlers a more 
forgiving paddling experience than the aluminum paddle.

Length: 130-175 cm | Weight: .59 kg/1.3 lb | Blade Size: 510 cm2/79 in2 |  Materials: Blade: 
Reinforced Nylon . Shaft: Fiberglass . Handle: Nylon

AZTRONSPORTS.COM

JP AUSTRALIA - GLASS PE PADDLE 2PC 90
This combination of light fiberglass shaft and a V Concave fiberglass reinforced Polyethylene (PE) blade is a great 
alternative to heavier alloy paddles. The shafts have a horizontally roughened surface for a good grip and they come 
with an aluminum slotted extension and an ABS handle.

Length: 162-217 cm | Weight: 0.96 kg/2.1 lb | Level: Entry Level

JP-AUSTRALIA.COM

JP AUSTRALIA - ALLOY PADDLE 3PC 82
The three-piece Alloy comes with compression clamps for both connections. The bottom part also has the safety 
pin.  The Alloy paddle comes with an unbeatable advantage – the price!

Length: 165-215 cm | Weight: 1.1 kg/2.4 lb |  Level: Entry Level 

JP-AUSTRALIA.COM

JOBE - FUSION STICK PADDLE ORANGE 3-PIECE
The Jobe Fusion Stick SUP Paddle Orange three-piece combines two great ingredients to create one great paddle. 
The shaft of the Fusion features 10% carbon and 90% fiberglass for an excellent flex to weight ratio! Need to adjust 
the size? The Fusion includes an easy to use clip to adjust the length to each riders personal preference!

Length: 170 cm-210 cm/66.9’’-82.6’’ | Weight: 0.96 kg/2.08 lb | Shaft Material: Carbon. 
Fiberglass | Blade Material: Plastic

JOBESPORTS.COM

JOBE - FUSION STICK PADDLE LIME 3-PIECE
The Jobe Fusion Stick SUP Paddle Orange three-piece combines two great ingredients to create one great paddle. 
The shaft of the Fusion features 10% carbon and 90% fiberglass for an excellent flex to weight ratio! Need to adjust 
the size? The Fusion includes an easy to use clip to adjust the length to each riders personal preference!

Length: 170 cm-210 cm/66.9’’-82.6’’ | Weight: 0.96 kg/2.08 lb | Shaft Material: Carbon. 
Fiberglass | Blade Material: Plastic

JOBESPORTS.COM

STAND UP
PADDLE

KIDS

https://www.aztronsports.com/
https://jp-australia.com/
https://jp-australia.com/
https://www.jobesports.com/fr/
https://www.jobesports.com/fr/
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SELECT PADDLES - PLAYER
The PLAYER is a high-resistance canoe polo paddle, ideal for attackers. The shape of the blade provides a very good 
grip for faster moves into the action. Two blade sizes available.

Weight: 1 kg/2.2 lb | Material: Carbon

SELECT-PADDLES.COM

SELECT PADDLES - W1
Select’s flagship whitewater paddle. The W1 is a highly versatile paddle designed for adventure. Extremely resilient, 
this multi-purpose paddle can go anywhere. The W1 standard has carbon kevlar blades and an ergonomic carbon 
shaft. Available in two blade sizes, with a straight or bent shaft as an adjustable or single piece.

Weight: 1 kg/2.2 lb | Material: Carbon

SELECT-PADDLES.COM

SELECT PADDLES - TRACK SW
Specifically designed for whitewater slalom, the TRACK SW is a smooth and soft paddle. Its light and steady blade 
allows for very precise positioning and an excellent grip for a marked acceleration. Available in three blade sizes, 
and in an adjustable or single piece shaft.

Weight: 1 kg/2.2 lb | Material: Carbon

SELECT-PADDLES.COM

HIGH END 1 LIGHTWEIGHT CONSTRUCTION AND ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
CREATE A HIGH PERFORMANCE PADDLE. 

VE PADDLES - PRO CARBON
The original power machine. With an aggressive down-turned sweep to the blade and a larger surface area this is 
the choice for dynamic paddling. Using VE’s proprietary Aircore technology and constructed using pre-preg carbon 
composites, the blades are light, strong, and buoyant. For surf, freestyle, or steep creeking the Pro delivers a fast, 
smooth catch, with instant feedback from the front or back blade face. Available in straight and crank variants.

Blade size: Small 690 cm² . Standard 740 cm² | Paddle length: 188 cm . 191 cm . 194 cm . 197 
cm . 200 cm . 203 cm . Custom length available | Feather: 0 deg . 30 deg . 45 deg . Custom 
feather available | Grip orientation: RH . LH | Option of two piece splits

VEPADDLES.COM

WHITEWATER

https://select-paddles.com/
https://select-paddles.com/
https://select-paddles.com/
https://vepaddles.com/
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LETTMANN - ERGONOM PRO WW EXTREM
Our Ergonom Pro WW Extrem is the stiffest whitewater paddle there is. Its stiffness combined with a great pressure 
build-up and awesome handling makes it a great tool, especially for whitewater creeking. The ovalized, ergonomic 
shaft promises supreme handling, the profiled paddle blades provide extraordanary propulsion. Not only is the 
Ergonom Pro WW Extrem super effective, but it also offers great maneuvering so that even with the slightest stroke 
you are in control of every movement.

Blade size: S . L | Weight: 0.99 kg/2.1 lb | Material: 70% Carbon . Aramid Fiberglass

LETTMANN.DE

LETTMANN - ERGONOM MULTIWAVE WW
The Multiwave paddle offers paddlers a super stiff blade with a great catch and no flutter combined with the excellent 
power crank. The Multiwave blades ripples provide both enormous stiffness and help stabilize the paddle through the 
stroke improving control and power.  Constructed from pre-preg carbon with a kevlar core, the Multiwave feels nice 
and light, ensures low abrasion and good impact resistance as well. So summon your courage and try the Multiwave 
for yourself; it will make you faster! 

Blade size: S . L | Weight: 0.90 kg/1.98 lb | Material: LCS 100 Extrem 100% Carbon

LETTMANN.DE

SELECT PADDLES - WILD CARBON
Inspired by the W1, the new WILD carbon paddle from Select has every advantage expected from the most demanding 
whitewater riders. It is lightweight for a high-velocity ratio and features a thin edge for perfect water catch, the 
combination enabling a capacity for endurance that will have you surprise yourself. Three blade sizes, 625 / 675 / 
715 cm2, available as a single piece or two-part, in bent or straight shaft.

Weight: 0.9 kg/2 lb | Material: Carbon

SELECT-PADDLES.COM

WERNER PADDLES - ODACHI
As race courses are set on harder and harder runs, we want to assure that going fast doesn’t mean worrying about 
your paddle. The Odachi brings our bomber reputation to the race paddler. Available as a one-piece Straight Shaft, 
one-piece Bent Shaft and in a Small Fit shaft.

Blade Size: 735 cm2 | Weight: .87 kg/1.9 lb | Level: High End | Material: Carbon 

WERNERPADDLES.COM

WERNER PADDLES - SHO-GUN
The Sho-Gun uses our most advanced technology in this river running paddle. Decades of experience led us to the 
chosen paddle for many at the top of their game. As powerful as its name suggests, the rivers where paddlers take 
the Sho-Gun often need some aggression to navigate each horizon line.

Length: 48 cm/18.9’’ | Width: 20 cm/7.9’’ | Weight: 1.02 kg/2.2 lb | Material: Carbon Fiber

WERNERPADDLES.COM

https://lettmann.de/
https://lettmann.de/
https://select-paddles.com/
https://wernerpaddles.com/
https://wernerpaddles.com/
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AQUA-BOUND - SHRED APART
Designed by Alpacka Raft, the Aqua-Bound Shred Apart is a convertible kayak/canoe paddle. It is made with stiff, 
lightweight carbon-reinforced abX blades and a strong, ovalized carbon shaft. The Shred Apart uses the same 
components as Aqua-Bound’s Shred Carbon paddle, but includes a pair of T-handle extensions that convert the kayak 
paddle into a pair of canoe paddles. The Shred Apart allows the packraft to be paddled either in kayak configuration 
by one person or in canoe configuration by two people.

Length: 210-240 cm | Weight: 1.47 kg/3.25 lb | Blade size: 756 cm2/117 in2 | Blade Material: 
AbX Carbon Reinforced Nylon | Shaft Material: T-700 Carbon

AQUABOUND.COM

LAMINEX - RAPA CARBON
Lightweight paddle with a stiff blade made out of polyamide and long carbon fibers. Available with glass, glass 
sanded, or carbon shaft. Standard with 45 degrees right, custom angle possible. A four-part version is available 
with a carbon shaft under 1000 g, great option for packrafting!

Weight: 0.9 kg/2 lb | Blade Size: 713 cm²/110 in² | Blade Material: Carbon | Shaft Material: 
Glass . Sanded Glass . Carbon

TNP.CZ

WERNER PADDLES - SURGE
For those paddlers seeking the utmost power and dependable catch in a high impact resistant fiberglass layup. 
Tested by some of the best expedition kayakers in the world on some of the most demanding rivers. The Surge 
delivers confidence with every stroke.

Length: 48.25 cm/19’’ | Width: 20 cm/7.9’’ | Weight: 0.99 kg/2.18 lb | Material: Fiberglass

WERNERPADDLES.COM

MID-RANGE 1 PROGRESSIVE TECHNOLOGY AND SHAPE, MID-RANGE 
PADDLES SUIT THE ADVANCED OR PROGRESSING PADDLER.  

VE PADDLES - CREEKER GLASS
A river-running paddle that is smooth and well balanced. A more symmetrical shape and mid-sized blade area for 
control under pressure. Pre-preg fiberglass composite construction creates a tougher more hardwearing paddle. 
Available in straight and crank variants.

Blade Size: Small 650 cm² . Standard 700 cm² | Paddle length: 188 cm . 191 cm . 194 cm . 197 
cm . 200 cm . 203 cm . Custom length available | Feather: 0 deg . 30 deg . 45 deg . Custom 
feather available | Grip Orientation: RH . LH | Option of two piece splits |  
Blade Colors: Yellow . Red

VEPADDLES.COM

WHITEWATER

https://aquabound.com/
https://tnp.cz/
https://wernerpaddles.com/
https://vepaddles.com/
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PALM EQUIPMENT - COLT
Designed for younger or smaller paddlers, this lightweight paddle has asymmetric blades and a shorter aluminium 
shaft suited to smaller hands.

Length: 175 cm . 185 cm . 195 cm | Shaft Diameter: 28 mm | Feather: 60° Right-hand | Blade 
Area: 600 cm² | Blade Material: Polypropylene Glass . Plastic | Shaft Material: Aluminum | 
Colors: Aqua . Red

PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

KOBER - SOUL
Our Soul is a multiple purpose whitewater paddle with a mid-size, fiberglass reinforced blade, produced in ATT 
technology. With a flexible shaft and a well-balanced shape, you can generate power effortlessly. Suitable for 
beginners and advanced paddlers. The tracking-fin assists in a flutter-free stroke.

Weight: 1.1 kg/ 2.4 lb

KOBER-MOLL.DE

ENTRY LEVEL 1 MADE IN A VARIETY OF SHAPES, ANGLES,AND SIZES, 
WITH PRICING ACCESSIBLE TO ALL PADDLERS.

WHITEWATER

ENJOY THE RIDE

PROUDLY DESIGNED
& MANUFACTURED BY SELECT

WILD
Colored paddles

www.select-paddles.com
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Since the summer there are thousands of 
new paddlers everywhere – let’s turn that 
new-found enthusiasm into a lifetime of 
fun and adventure.

palmequipmenteurope.com

Summer stoke 
all year round

https://palmequipmenteurope.com/
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